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Reporting — For Profit's Sake
by RAY E. LONGENECKER
Controller, Glass and Closure Div., Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Penna.

It may well be the lesson of this article that the quality and appropriateness (not the number) of reports submitted, are the elements
of a reporting program which lend effectiveness to the information
provided management on the profitability —and prospects —of operations, Certainly it is clear from the program here outlined that reporting is, at least, placing the suitable amount of detail, in the relevant area, significantly arranged, before individuals with operation
responsibilities. The author won the 1953 -54 Lybrand Silver Medal
for this article.

practical application of reporting techniques, as they
T are used by the Glassaand
Closure Division of the Armstrong Cork ComHIS PAPER PRESENTS

pany. Industry and technical gatherings and countless recent articles have been
motivated by the intense desire of industrial management to obtain data which
will provide perspective for profit - making decisions. All this suggests that industrial managers, faced with stiffening competition, have been increasingly
aware of the role industrial accounting must play in fulfilling these needs. It
also suggests that industrial accountants have perhaps been derelict in their
duty, paying more attention to accounting techniques than to the fundamental
reason for the existence of their companies —the earning of an adequate profit.
"Accounting," says W. A. Paton, "is plagued with fetishes and sacred cows. It
is high time that homage be shifted from these to the primary objective —furnishing owners and managers with essential economic data."
What is "essential economic data ?" Basically, it appears that it embraces
the information necessary to the formulation of management decisions which
will perpetuate and increase the earnings of the business, for the only reason a
A U G U S T , 19 3 4
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commercial business enterprise exists is to earn profits. Indeed, if it does not
earn profits, it will cease to exist. In the operation of a business enterprise, just
as in any other area of human endeavor, the future is dependent on soundly
conceived plans which have been drawn from an admixture of past experience
and courageous forward - looking vision. In the matter of planning, industrial
executives, by and large, are most careful to arrange their personal financial
affairs so as to be solvent in case of family illness or death. They call in the
services of their insurance representatives or the bank's estate planner, for this
purpose. Too many, however, fail to give the same careful attention to their
businesses, and so are unprepared for adversity.
This need not be, because they have in the controller's office the industrial
counterpart of the estate planner. If the controller's services are not requested
for this purpose, he must sell them. His primary responsibility should be coordinating plans to insure the continuing profitability of the business, plans
which are formulated with the aid of everyone sharing responsibility for profit,
from the shop foreman to the president. But the plans alone are not enough.
They will not mature unless nurtured by careful, intelligent management follow up. Hence, management's ability to insure that profit objectives are attained
will, in turn, depend, in no small part, upon the clarity and intelligence with
which the accountant's reports are prepared. Properly developed, these reports
will focus management's attention on performance in the operational areas
where responsibility for achievement of the planned profit objective is delegated.
Guiding Principles for Effective Reports
The effectiveness of the reports discussed in this paper is attributable to five
factors which can be considered guiding principles in the establishment of any
reporting system. The first of these relates to properly organized management.
In order for any reporting system to be effective, the organization which it
serves must be aligned to provide full placement of responsibility for performance against the profit objective. The organization structure served by our system is diagrammed below.

7552
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Commodity 3 Mgr.
Commodity 4 Mgr.

The staff functions, such as accounting, production planning, traffic, etc., are
not shown on the diagram, because it is intended to confine this discussion to
the use of reports by persons on whose actions and decisions ultimate profitability will depend. To be sure, these people must receive intelligent guidance
and counsel from the staff departments, but the final responsibility for direct
action lies in their hands alone. The accountant's first job is to "sell" top management on the need for reorganization along clearly drawn lines of responsibility, if such an organization does not already exist. Otherwise, his reports
will be ineffective, regardless of their technical proficiency.
Secondly, the accounting techniques should be soundly conceived. In developing the system, the accountant should be guided by the simple principle of
adopting the best techniques extant, compatible with the business he serves.
We use direct costing. We believe it to be most advantageous because it adds
significance to the profit statement through emphasis on the relationship of
profits to sales volume. Direct costing also provides the advantage of recording
profits which reflect liquid funds available for use, since profits are geared to
sales volume, and are relatively unaffected by production volume.
Third, it is necessary to have an effective index for measuring the adequacy of
profits. The measurement of profits should be in terms which are consistent
with sound financial practice. We measure the adequacy of profits by their
relationship to the capital employed in the business. The basic question to be
answered is, "What return are we earning on the assets invested in the business ?"
Fourth, is the dove - tailing of information, which might be referred to as
integrated data. The system must provide reports which are integrated with
the profit objective and with each other. We refer to the plans by which the
A U G U S T , 19 54
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profit objective is formulated as the "forecast." All reports are designed to
show performance against this forecast. Moreover, the actual operating results
and deviations from the forecast, shown on the profit statement, can be readily
traced to the subordinate operating reports.
Finally, there is the matter of availability and usability of reports. The reports should be readily available in compact form, and should provide for easy
comparison of results throughout the period for which the profit plan is prepared. Our forecast covers six -month periods beginning with January and July
of each year. The format of our reports permits insertion of the six monthly
reports for each forecast period in a special binder, with each succeeding report overlapping that of the previous month so as to reveal the trend of results
by month, as well as the year -to -date.
The Forecast as a Bench -Mark for Reporting
Documentation of the reporting techniques used by the Glass and Closure
Division of Armstrong Cork requires a brief description of the forecast, since it
is the bench -mark without which the reports would lose their profit motivating
value. The broadly significant components of the forecast, listed in the order
of preparation, are:
I. A sales forecast, prepared by the sales
manager with the assistance of the
branch sales managers and the company
economist, subject to approval of the
top company management.
2. A production forecast geared to the
sales forecast and developed under the
guidance of production planning personnel.
3. Standard purchase rates for raw materials and supplies, determined by the
purchasing department with assistance
from the company economist.

4. Direct factory cost standards and period expense budgets, established by
plant engineers, foremen, and other affected department heads, subject to approval of the plant manager and general
production manager. The factory cost
forecast is made to coincide with the
principles utilized by direct costing techniques.
5. Selling and administrative expense budgets developed by sales managers and departmental supervisors, subject to approval of the divisional management.

The controllers' office is directly involved in the development of each of
these components and is charged with responsibility for final preparation and
submission of an integrated profit forecast. This responsibility involves, among
other things, an appraisal of the soundness and reasonableness of the profit
objective, based on past performance, current operating practices and economic
interpretations of future plans. After acceptance by top management, the
profit forecast becomes the measuring device for all phases of the business.
It is built by month for each month of the two - six -month forecasting periods,
beginning with January and July of each year. The monthly detail is necessary
in order to give consideration to the seasonal pattern of business.
1554
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The reports against the forecast are designed to emphasize the effectiveness
of selling effort, the control over operating costs, and the management of capital.
Their use will be illustrated by presenting a hypothetical case study of operating
results of the Artmold commodity--one of the Glass and Closure Division product lines —for the month of March, 1954. "Artmold" is the registered trademark for Armstrong's molded bottle and jar closures. The closures, or caps,
are both compression and injection molded from thermosetting and thermoplastic
compounds, in a wide range of sizes from 8 nun to 100 mm in diameter. The
caps are lined with many different types of lining materials, depending on what
is required for the end use of the cap. Despite the individual characteristics
of the business, the report forms are identical with those of all other Glass
and Closure Division products.
The Profit Statement — Stimulant to Action
The report which implements the system is the profit statement shown in
Exhibit 1. (In the interest of simplicity, this and the other exhibits do not
include year to date figures.) In addition to Artmold, our operations are broken
down into some eighteen separate product lines, manufactured at five separate
manufacturing plants. Profit statements are developed for each of these on a
pro -forma basis, similar to those which would exist if each unit were operated
as an independent business. The profit statement is the only report received
by the vice president of the division. A complete summary of operations, it
serves as the principal medium by which he can apply coordinated financial
direction to the business. In addition to general management, each plant manager and each sales manager receives this report for the product lines with which
his activities are associated. We believe that each member of the management
team should be familiar with the effect of his performance on profits. This requires familiarity with the profit statement, as well as the specific functional
reports covering his area of responsibility. By this means, profit perspective is
created. Profits become the common denominator, uniting the various segments
of management. This is reporting for profi
t'ssake.
The role of direct costing is apparent in the report format of the profit statement. It permits the changing characteristics of the profit volume ratio (gross
margin) and the contraction and expansion of the period expense as a percentage of sales volume, to be shown in true perspective. More importantly,
these details become a matter of record on the published report, a factor which
tends to motivate management action to a far greater extent than the beautifully
lithographed break -even chart which usually comes to rest in the bottom drawer
A U G U S T , 1954
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ART MOL D C APS

M o nt h o f
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AC T U AL
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Amount
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6-4 . 1
( 2: 1)
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17 '. 9
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3.4
2
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xx x
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(. 2)
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3.3
5
4.6
2.5
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xx x
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(7, 900)

GR O S S M A R GI N
Manufacturinf Period Cost
P l a nt M i s c. Income) Expe ns e
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Ot h e r E x p e n s e
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P R O F I T LO
B E F RE TA
P R O F I T ( L OS S) A FT ER T A X
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RE T U RN ON CAP I T AL E M P L O Y E D
A C T U A L DE V I AT I ON F R O M F O R E C A S T
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P R O F I T B E F O R E TAX
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Int. Co .
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Prod uct ion Efficiency
Raw M ate rial Price s

-

-
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.
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0,700
17450, 000
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&
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50,000
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1.3
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-

300,000
200,000
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196, 000
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* Ac tu a l f o r m h a s ye ar - to - da t e c o l u m n s a t r i gh t .

EXHIBIT 1
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of the executive's desk. The use of direct costing also makes it unnecessary
when analyzing profit deviations, to be concerned with mathematical intricacies
to determine the effect of inventory increases or reductions.
The eye- arresting figures on this report are those designated, "Return on
Capital Employed," the index of profit adequacy. In our example in Exhibit 1,
it will be seen that a return of 11.3 per cent was forecast for March, while
actual results yielded only 9 per cent. A quick glance at the sales and cost
figures, actual versus forecast, indicates the general reasons for this deficiency,
but, in order to avoid generalizations, a specific analysis of profit deviation is
shown on the bottom portion of the report. This permits immediate recognition of performance against the forecast, by area of responsibility. (The
blank lines are utilized, when necessary, to reflect unusual deviations from the
forecast, for which direct responsibility cannot be placed —such as the cost of
a general wage increase.)

Isolating the Effect of Sales Factors on Profits
The figures in the illustrative statement embodied in Exhibit 1 indicate a
loss of $3,400 in profits against the forecast, due to sales volume, and a gain
of $7,500 due to sales mixture, or a net improvement of $4,100 resulting from
the selling effort. The comprehensive report covering performance of the sales
manager, from which this information is derived, is known as the analysis of
sales and is shown in Exhibit 2. Consistent with the direct costing philosophy,
this report emphasizes the importance of the relationship of profits to volume, referred to as the "p /v ratio." The profit deviations are computed by the following formulas:
I. The net sales increase (or decrease)
against forecast times standard p/v
ratio = profit gain or (loss) due to dollar volume of sales. Applying this to the
Artmold commodity for March we get:
($10,000) X 33.3 = ($3,400)

2. Actual net sales times (actual p/v
ratio —forecast p/v ratio) =profit gain
due to sales mixture. Applying this to
the Artmold commodity for March, we
get: $290,000 X ( 35.9 — 33.3) = $7,500

The profit deviation section of the profit statement also includes a line designated as "sales price." This is used to reflect changes to forecast profits only
on the occasion of a general price advance or decline affecting the entire price
list.
The substantial improvement in sales mixture over that forecast for the
Artmold commodity in March is readily discernable from the detail of the report. For example, it is obvious that there was a generally heavier percentage
AU G US T , 1 95 4
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38.0

38,000
2,000
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Z19 , 4 40
48,000
1,200

5.75
24.00
4.00

11 -283 C a p s
12 -283 C o v e r s
13 -283 P a r t s

7.7
5.3
.6

33.0
40.0
42.0

2,000
690
18 0

24, 000
16,560
1,800

12.00
24.00
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o t al N e t S a le s

* A c t u a l fo rm h a s ye ar -to -da te c o l u m n s a t r ig h t .

EXHIBIT 2

of sales in wide margin items. More specifically, the heavy volume of business
done in the caps described as 11 -283 (a code description used to facilitate mechanical tabulation of invoices) contributed a heavier margin than anticipated,
despite a drop in the average price of the mixture sold. If the March mixture
pattern can be sustained -and future sales programming should certainly be
reviewed with this as a goal -the earnings outlook from a sales standpoint will
be brightened considerably. The sales factors and their effect on profits have
now been placed in proper perspective. Again, this is reporting for profit's cake.
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Isolating the Effects of Production Factors on Profits
The deviation section of the profit statement indicates a production efficiency loss of $14,000 and a raw material price gain of $2,000. The derivation
of these figures is shown on the plant cost summary reports shown in Exhibit 3.
There are two departmental cost centers involved in the manufacture of Artmold
Caps and it is the sum of costs in these two departments that finds its way to
the profit statement. Both are illustrated in Exhibit 3 where the differences
between the two sets of "actual" and "allowed" columns total $12,000. It
should be noted that a cost summary is prepared for each departmental cost
center and for the plant as a whole. The departmental report is distributed to
the foreman, the plant manager, and the production manager. Significant comments relative to the performance are placed on the reverse side of the reports
by the plant controller, under whose jurisdiction they are prepared.
An examination of performance in the Artmold Finishing Department, as
shown in Exhibit 3, reveals that the actual cost of production in March was
$12,700 higher than allowable costs under the forecast. The allowance is geared
to the actual activity level which, in turn, is expressed as the standard direct
cost of production. The standard direct cost of production is obtained in the
conventional manner, by applying standard allowance rates to the productivity
factors. For example, if the direct labor standard is $2 per machine hour and
the department operated 10,000 machine hours, the standard direct cost of the
labor component of production would be $20,000. When added to the standard
direct material and standard direct expense components, the result is the standard direct cost of production.
In the example of the Artmold Finishing Department, it will be seen that this
amounts to $65,000 in the month of March. At this direct cost level, we expected to gain $2,000 against the material utilization standards, and break even
against the direct labor standards. That we failed in this objective is apparent in
the illustration —in fact, of the $14,000 total profit deficiency shown on the
profit statement as attributable to production efficiency, $9,500 of the total
will be found in these two accounts. In this way, the major problem confronting
management from a production standpoint has been traced from the profit statement directly to its source. Once more, this is reporting for profit's sake.
The purchasing variance in the plant cost summary reflects the aggregate
variation between standard and actual purchase rates on the raw material items
purchased during the month and such differences are recorded on the profit statement deviation section as being due to "raw material prices." This variance is
supported by supplemental detail, listing the items of raw materials purchased
A U G U S T , 19 54
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-

2,000
112, 000

113,600

11, 000
3,200
7,000
200
8,000
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50 0

11, 000
3, 400
6,000
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8,000
2, 400
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32, 400

31, 500

500)

500)

-

-

Misc . (Inc.) Exp.
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-

-
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-
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(
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5 0 0)
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*
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143, 900

144,600

I n A c t u a l p r a c t i c e , t h e r e is a s e p a r a t e r e p o r t f o r e a c h d e p a r t m e n t , w i t h
y ea r - to -d a te f i g u r e s a t r i g h t .

EXHIBIT 3

during the month and showing the actual costs in comparison with the standard
costs.
Consistent with the direct costing philosophy, the top half of each plant
cost summary covers analysis of direct costs, while the lower portion of the
report compares actual period expenses with those allowed at the activity level
experienced for the month. Control budgets are maintained for each of the
sources of period expense and are reported upon in a subsidiary report held
at the departmental and plant level. The budget details are expanded or restricted, depending on departmental requirements. For example, maintenance
1560
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labor may be classified as machine maintenance, building maintenance, tool
maintenance, etc. Effective use of the information in controlling costs, and
hence, improving profits, is the governing factor in the preparation of subsidiary reports. In our illustration of the Artmold Fininshing Department, the
outstanding item requiring attention is the higher than anticipated cost of
maintenance.
Miscellaneous income or expense involves the sale of scrap materials, obsolescence charges, and other items not directly related to current manufacturing operations. Such items are considered in the same category as a period
cost.
Improved Invesfinent Refurn Through Control of Capital Employed

The ultimate measuring stick of profits in our economic system is the return
on capital employed. Therefore, along with the 'sales and cost factors, it is
equally important that the reporting system supply information pertinent to
intelligent management of capital. Exhibit 4 illustrates the report used for
this purpose. Like the profit statement, the report on capital employed is
distributed to each sales and plant manager for the commodities with which he
is associated. Also like the profit statement, its primary purpose is to supply
information which will generate cooperative action. Items such as stockholders'
equity, surplus, and certain liabilities are identifiable only with the company
or division enterprise, precluding the preparation of a formal commodity balance
sheet. However, the assets of the division and company are, for the most part,
simply the sum of the capital employed by its individual commodity enterprises.
It is for this reason that management of capital and an adequate return thereon
is emphasized at the commodity level.
In constructing Exhibit 4, the balances in the asset accounts at the end of
the month are listed on the left hand side. As one month's report is placed in
the report folder over that of the previous month, the extent of change in the
asset accounts from month to month is revealed. With the exception of cash,
these account balances are specific to Artmold and to all other individual commodity groups. Cash is assigned to the commodity as a percentage of total cost,
the percentage representing a predesignated standard deemed necessary to sustain
normal operations. The average of three- month- ending balances in the capital
accounts is used to measure current month's operations. This prevents distortion
to the return, which might be created by using monthly figures as a measuring
stick when the latter are abnormally affected by marked changes in the capital
accounts during the month.
The bottom part of the capital employed report shows the percentage of each
A U G U S T , 1954
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G L A S S A N D C L O S U R E DIV ISI ON
C A P I TA L E MP L O YE D R EP O R T

A R TM O LD C A P S

Qu a rte rly
A ve r a ge

E n d of M o n t h
March

Y e a r to
Date Ave.

Des crip tio n
195,000
180,000
190,000
70,000
30,000
40,000

Cash
Accounts Re c e iva b le
In ve n t o r ie s
F i n is h e d S t o c k
Goods in Pr o ce s s
R aw Ma te ria ls
Other

200,000
170,000
210,000
65,000
40,000
35,000

330,000

To t a l I n ve n t o r i e s

350,000

595,000

P ro p e r t y , P la n t , Eq u ipm e n t

600,000

To t a l C a p i t a l E m p l o y e d

1,300,000

$1,320,000

Net Sales

-

Mo nt h of
March

Y e a r to D a t e
19 5 4

Pro jected to An nu al Basis
$ 3,480,000

Cash
Accounts Receivab le
In ve n t o r ie s
Finished Stock
Go o d s i n P r o c e s s
R aw Mat erials
Oth er
To t a l I n ve n t o r ie s

6.0
1.9
1. 1
1.0
10.0

10.0

Pro perty,

17. 2

5.8

37.8

Z. 6

Plan t Eq u ip m en t

To t a l C a p i t a l E m p l o y e d

5.7
4.9

17.4
20.5

Us e d t o m e a s u r e c u r r e n t m o n t h s ' p r o f it s
*=

Us e d t o m e a s u r e y e a r to d a t e p r o f it s

EXHIBIT 4

class of assets to projected annual net sales, as well as the rate of turnover of
each in relation to sales. These ratios are used primarily to develop trends and
to reveal performance which can be measured against predetermined plans.
The credit manager and sales manager will work together toward correcting
adverse trends in the turnover of receivables. Production planning personnel
and sales management may decide that finished stock inventories— because of
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sake.

profits

for

reporting

the custom - molded aspects of the business — should be held at a level equivalent
to about two- and -a -half to three weeks of sales. At standard inventory values
of the broad gauge mixture normally sold, this might amount to between five
per cent and seven per cent of net sales. A disclosure of deviation from this
pattern would require explanation and immediate corrective action, unless some
soundly conceived plan is substantially built or reduced inventories for one reason or another had been established.
Plant and sales management become cognizant of the importance of fixed
capital invested in plant, property, and equipment, reviewing the effect of
planned investment additions on profits, as expressed by the return on capital.
In order to obtain profit perspective, reduced turnover is correlated with increased profits on sales if the investment contemplates cost reduction, and increased turnover is correlated with existing margin on sales if the investment
is predicated on expanded sales volume. Briefly, this report gives an insight
into the components of capital on which the adequacy of profits is gauged, and
thereby activates management control. This, it
Reports Must Motivate Top Management Action
Inherent in the development of the system discussed here is the definition
of the word, report, as "an authorized or required return to a superior." The
importance of control data which can be effectively utilized by the lower echelons
of management must not be overlooked and it should be mentioned that such
data and supplementary reports in the form considered most usable are an integral part of this system. But it is more important that the summary of lower
echelon activities should be presented to the decision - making element of management, with emphasis on the profit motive so necessary to healthy continuity
of the business. It has been the purpose of this paper to present the nucleus of a
system which has proven successful in this respect.
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The Growing Responsibilities of the
Industrial Accountant
by MARTIN A. MOORE
Plant Manager, Clark Township N. J. Plant of the Hyatt Bearings Division, General Motors Corporation
Giving attention alike to the current situation and the opportunities
in the areas of cost control, pricing, forecasting, inventory control,
and cost reduction, —in that order —the author of this paper, which
was delivered at the N.A.C.A. Eastern States Regional Cost Conference
in February, voices emphatically his belief that the industrial accountant at his best is a necessity in properly shared management of industrial companies.

to the cost accountant have
S taken place during the past fifteen years. Costandaccounting
has moved away
IGN IFI CAN T CHAN GE S IN COST ACCOU N T I N G

from the rather narrow inflexible confines of historical bookkeeping and, today,
is recognized as an important tool of modern management. However, the proper
recording and classification of accounting data upon which all reports and
analyses are based is and always will be the most important function of cost
accounting. Let us get off to a start by clearly recognizing our responsibility for
setting out the facts on business operations. It will help us to guard against
delusions of grandeur and to emphasize the service function of cost accounting.
The recognition of this service function of cost accounting has brought into
clearer focus the different uses of costs for different purposes and a much fuller
appreciation of the contributions cost accounting can make to modern management. Today we find cost data directed to these essential purposes:
I. Determining

the periodic profit, including inventory valuation.
2. Budgetary planning.

3. Cost control.
4. Establishment of pricing policy.
S. Analysis of current plans and programs.

We now fully accept the idea that there is nothing inconsistent in recognizing different costs for different purposes. The type of costs used for inventory
valuations and profit determination may be entirely different from the costs used
in solving the problem of whether to make or buy a product part. The costs
used for pricing strategies may be different from the costs used for control purposes. The very fact that these different uses of costs result in different cost
figures illustrates the dynamic aspect of cost accounting. Because there has been
a greater recognition of it during the past fifteen years, modern management has
come to recognize more and more the contributions that cost accounting can
make to profitable operations.
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This broadened concept of the use of cost accounting has contributed to a
tremendous growth in stature in the cost accountant himself. As we look back —
not too far, in fact —the cost accountant —with some exceptions, of course —
looks pretty much like the fellow on a high stool, wearing a green eyeshade
and balancing the figures in the traditional way of the bookkeeper. Today, because we recognize that cost accounting is a service function and because we
recognize the different uses of costs for different purposes, we find the cost
accountant working closely with other members of the organization and working in fields that once were considered outside the scope of cost accounting. His
work brings him into close touch with every phase of business management. He
is recognized as an important member of the management team. His work has
brought him into areas in which he merely dreamed of participating fifteen or
twenty years ago.
Only Teamwork Will Meet the Challenge of Competition
This growth of cost accounting —the growth in stature of the cost accountant
—are important points for us to remember in appraising today's responsibility
of the accountant in his three primary areas of activity: reporting, cost control,
and profit planning. Today, business, large and small, has come to require more
and more the services of specialists and technicians. It has become a team effort,
in which the contributions of each individual and each group must be integrated
with the aims of the business as a whole. Management's biggest problem today
is the development of a smooth- functioning team— harmonizing the different
skills required to operate a modern business effectively. Developing the facts
that form the basis for sound business judgment— working closely with all other
members of the team —will be an important responsibility in the days ahead.
What does our growth in status and our ability to make an increased contribution to the business mean as we look to the future? During the past thirteen
years, with the possible exception of the minor recession in 1949, we have been
in a sellers' market. The emphasis has been on production —not necessarily
production at all costs, perhaps, but we must admit that some of the keen, sharp,
competitive problems that existed prior to World War II have been out of the
picture. However, as we look ahead, we appear to be entering a new era. While
substantial prospects exist for continued industrial economic prosperity, we know
that the competitive forces in 1954 will be stronger than they have been for
some time.
There's nothing wrong with this. Competition is the very heart of the system
under which American business operates and the great progress that has been
A U G U S T , 19 54
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made in American industry can largely be attributed to it. It is competition that
reduces costs, stimulates improvements, brings out new products and gives all
of us a higher standard of living. With the return of strong competition, the
problem of effectively guiding a business becomes increasingly difficult, since,
in some spots in our industrial picture, problems must be faced which have not
been important for a long time. These stem largely from increased competition.
As we move into this new era in American business, the industrial accountant,
as a member of the management team, must work closely with every other member of the management group —with sales executives, with manufacturing executives, with engineers, with production control supervisors, with purchasing
agents —if he is to contribute most effectively to the team's effort to meet the
new competitive challenge. And the first important responsibility will be contributions that we can make to the more effective control of costs in the coming
highly competitive area.

What Is New About Controlling Costs?
We know that cost control is the responsibility of every executive. You may
say, "What is new about controlling costs? Haven't we always known that the
cost accountant was in the middle of all cost control efforts ?" Yes, but today
there is a difference. First, there is the cost accountant's new relationship with
other members of the management team. Effective cost control must be rooted
in a close cooperative relationship between the cost accountant and every other
member of the management team. It must stem from an intimate knowledge of
operations at all levels, from an awareness of management's plans and programs.
Penny - pinching economy at the expense of long -range progress is not a worthy
cost control philosophy today. The new concept of cost control does not stop
with an analysis of "misses" in the management's profit plan but is broad
enough to point up the advantages of "overruns" wisely spent for the long range economic gain of the organization. The new role of the cost accountant
working with the management team presupposes his ability to help the other
executives analyze and determine the cost effects of such management -level problems as poor organization, badly defined or poorly distributed work responsibility or short - sighted personnel policies.
All this is a far cry from, "You missed the budget," which was considered
about the extent of the cost accountant's contribution twenty-five years ago. The
cost accountant can no longer sit in his ivory tower and tell the rest of the organization how badly they are performing. He cannot be content merely to send
in daily, weekly or monthly cost reports which either "gild the lily" or "point the
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finger." As a service to the management team, and with a full understanding of
the company's operations, he has the same responsibility as other members of
the team to help effect whatever corrections are necessary if the figures are on
the wrong side of the books. This paper does not deal with forms and reports.
Individual cost accountants know more about the kind of control reports required by their particular companies than anyone outside these companies. The
reports differ, of course, with each organization. What I do want to emphasize
is the fact that our point of view as cost accountants is the important thing.
In our role as business executives, we must have a considerably broader approach than we have had in the past. We must know the advantages and the
advisability of spending money to save money. We must understand such diverse
phases of the business as incentive plans, the economies of investment in new
machinery and equipment, the possibilities of mechanization of office work. We
must have a working knowledge of statistical quality control, profit analysis and
capacity studies, to better serve our operating people. Far afield as some of
these areas may seem from the traditional concept of cost accounting, they all
figure in the total picture we must deal with, if we are to do a more effective
and complete job of cost control in the competitive era that faces us.
Guidance Needed in Pricing Problems
What are some of the other areas in which our point of view as cost accountants, developed and broadened over the years by a better understanding of the
different uses of costs, will enable us to make more than the routine traditional
contribution? We think immediately of such important functions as pricing,
forecasting, and inventory control. As to the first of these, all realize that prices
are the balance wheel in our competitive economy. Profits, business expansion,
and, in fact, the very life of the business, depend on sound pricing policy. It
must be remembered, too, that, for the past fifteen years, we have been operating in a war or immediate post -war economy. We have been under price control
for eight and one -half years out of the past twelve years. Broadly speaking,
business has not operated in a period of declining prices in more than a decade.
As a result, we may be a bit rusty in our thinking on competitive pricing. With
the productive activity slipping off in many lines, there is bound to be tremendous pressure on price structures, and the management team will have to come
up with some sound pricing policies if the company is to maintain profitable
operations and continue to grow.
Sometimes we brush off the pricing problem by saying, rather glibly, "What
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will

can we do about it? Competition sets the price." Competition is a big factor
in establishing prices, but we also recognize that costs are equally important.
The industrial accountant is responsible for developing the facts which point out
clearly the effect of present pricing policies and for supplying the information
upon which new pricing strategies may be based. In the days ahead, we are
going to face some very interesting problems on the relationship of volume,
costs and profits. To begin with, the simple problem of knowing what our costs
really are will alone be a difficult task. The radical shifts that have taken place
in capacity, in wage rates, in fringe benefits, in material standards, in plant
efficiencies, seriously complicate the pricing problem as we enter a more intensive competitive era.
In this connection, in order to be properly equipped to plan its course of
action, the management team will want to know costs and return on investment
under varying conditions of volume. This will mean a much more intensive
study by accountants of problems which have been neglected or not sufficiently
stressed during the past fifteen years. For example, we better take a new look
at the break -even point, whether it is stable or whether it is moving up or down.
The problem of what constitutes normal volume for establishing standard burden
rates is likely to present unusual difficulties, since many concerns have added
new facilities on a grand scale during the past fifteen years. These new facilities,
not only create a problem in determining what normal volume really is, but also
greatly intensify the forces of competition.
Many companies are adding new lines of product. We will want to know the
correct out -of- pocket cost, that is, the differential cost of the new product. We
will want to know the effect profit -wise of adding the new item. This
depend on how much overhead and what type of overhead is allocated to the new
line, which will make it necessary to show costs and price effects under varying
methods of burden allocation. If we charge only variable costs against the new
product, we get one result —and the validity of this rests on the theory that fixed
costs have already been absorbed by our other products. On the other hand, once
the new product takes its place in the family of products, the costing process, that
is, burden allocation, may very well have to be changed. Or take the case of
development costs which may be assessed against the line of products instead of
a single product. It is, indeed, a matter of delicate judgment as to where we
draw the line in this connection.
These are just a few of the highlights of the type of problems we face in helping the management team to evolve sound price strategies. Failure on the part
of the cost accountant to do a good job—to keep open his lines of communication with other members of the team, can have very serious results. The impor1368
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tant thing is that the team must be equipped with all the facts. Dynamic cost
analyses must be prepared, setting out all the facts to help management establish
intelligent price policies. As I see it, for the near future, one of the most important spots the accountant will play on the management team is his position as
guide in the matter of pricing.
Preparation of the Forecasting Package
Forecasting is another important spot for the cost accountant to watch today.
Forecasting all aspects of business operations — sales, forces, production schedules
—takes on increased importance at this time because of the uncertainties we face.
No business, large or small, can afford to operate by improvising on a day -to -day,
week -to -week basis. Regardless of the difficulties involved in developing information, there must be an operating plan. There must be forecasts on every phase
of business operations. The job of management is to plan ahead.
As we know, this job is not done with a crystal ball. It is done on the basis
of forecast information developed by the accountant. On this information depends management's point of view or state of mind as it establishes policies for
the future and meets the current operating problems of the business. Forecasts
provide a basis for harmonizing in advance all phases of business operations.
They are management's guide to forward policy- making. The cost accountant is
in the middle of the whole setup for forecasting and is responsible for collecting
and analyzing much of the data on which management bases its decisions. In
this area, the cost accountant finds one of his major opportunities to get and
apply first hand knowledge of all phases of the business, to help the management
team to operate as a unit.
The forecasting package will depend upon the size and the type of the business, but a review of our cost accounting literature shows this material is usually
included:
A sales forecast which is the key to
the entire forecast package. From the
sales forecast, developed by the sales
manager, stems all of the other data for
the forward look. Through close contact
with customers and by evaluation of
current economic data, the company's
competitive position and pricing situation —key information on the sales outlook —are developed.

2. Flowing out of the forecast of sales will
come forecasts of production schedules,
costs, working capital, fixed capital,
profit and loss.
3. All of these reports and analyses must
be designed and presented in such a way
as to give management the information
on which policy and operating decisions
can be based.

Today, management will have to be very flexible in its thinking and operations. No more effective tool can be found for promoting this than an effective
package of forecast reports.
A U G U S T , 1954
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Enhanced Importance of Inventory Control
Is there an inventory problem and does the cost accountant need to take a
fresh look at that one too? I think so. For the past three years, most companies
have been very happy if they could get all the material they needed. We have
been operating with longer lead times and larger process floats, to protect the
production schedule. In general, the question of inventory turnover has been
lost sight of. Now, however, as materials become somewhat freer and cash becomes somewhat shorter, management is again moving in on the important area
of minimizing its investments in inventories.
In the larger organizations the problem of satisfying customers' needs and
operating with the minimum inventory usually rests with the production planning department. The accountant usually reports the inventory figures. As help
to the management team striving to get an increased return on investment
through better inventory turnover, the industrial accountant may spark many of
the ideas for improving inventory control. First of all, he is responsible for seeing to it that all the facts on inventories —raw materials, process, finished, commitments —are set out accurately and clearly. The turnover position on the different classes of product must be reported. If his return -on- investment analyses
are thorough enough, the effect of the increased working capital tied up in excess inventories will become readily apparent.
The industrial accountant will see to it that all analyses on slow moving stock
and obsolete material are brought out promptly, so that immediate action can
be taken to correct these inventory conditions. He will work with other members
of the team in spotting the effects of small lot ordering. Perhaps he can analyze
the dollars which are tied up in "banks" or floats, with the idea of sparking
some reduction in these inventory items. His analysis of material handling costs
may be instrumental in promoting improved production methods to cut down
on both material handling costs and inventory. Inventory control is going to require more than a "once over lightly" treatment. In many cases, we have gotten
into some bad habits and we are now getting to the point where business will
not be able to afford the luxury of these bad habits.
In all these areas — pricing, forecasting, inventory control, cost control —the
cost accountant can and, indeed, must operate as a full- fledged member of management. After the fact reports, a routine bookkeeping approach, is not good
enough. The cost accountant's reports and analyses will be adequate only if he
fully utilizes his ability to get and evaluate information on all phases of operations. This is his opportunity to spark the action which must be taken to operate
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the business economically and profitably in a period when competition is getting
rougher and "sink or swim" is the rule.
Cost Reduction Spells Opportunity
The points I have covered so far —cost control, pricing, forecasts, and inventory —are not new. My principal aim here is to highlight the need for an executive approach to these problems on the part of the cost accountant and to
point out both our responsibility and our opportunity to take our places on the
management team as one of its most important members. In talking about all
these things, we are, in most cases, considering the cost accountant responsible
for pointing out the facts necessary for keeping the business in line with preestablished standards. Now, what is our responsibility for helping to establish
new standards —for instance, what contribution can we make to cost reduction
as contrasted to cost control?
Like cost control, cost reduction is the responsibility of every executive. Cost
reduction presents a bigger problem and greater opportunities than cost control.
It is a field where the cost accountant can make a really original, rather than
analytical, contribution to the running of the business. As an aside, I would
like to recommend that any company which has more than a few cost accountants
on its staff set up the cost section in such a way that responsibility for cost analysis is clearly set out. It is important to relieve the people responsible for cost
analysis, of line responsibility for routine reports and to encourage them to devote themselves to the important analytical job management needs.
The cost accountant is in a fine position to help determine the places where
cost reduction can effectively be carried out. From his cost data, he knows the
weak spots, whether they be in material costs, manufacturing costs, or labor efficiencies, and, if he is operating as he should be, if he has gained full acceptance
as a member of management, he can do as much to spark the entire management
team to arrive at a solution of the problems as anyone in the organization. Depending upon where the problem lies, he may be working with engineers, metallurgists, or the personnel director, to get the wheels turning to reduce the costs
which are throwing the picture out of focus.
Let me illustrate the type of cost reduction program in which the cost accountant can play his role on the management team to its fullest extent. A tight
squeeze is apparent in one of the company's products and the cost accountant
shows that the squeeze results from high material costs. A recent increase in the
purchase price of special steel used has pushed the costs up. A sales price increase
is not the answer. The engineers come up with a recommendation to buy a cheaper
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steel and forge it into the forms required. Sounds good. From an engineering
standpoint, it will work. Will it work from the standpoint of profitable operations? That decision must be based on information provided by the cost analyst.
Additional factory floor and storage space must be provided and an investment
of new equipment running into hundreds of thousands of dollars, must be made.
All the factors involved in the new program must be realistically analyzed and
studied and, if possible, tested before conclusions are reported to the management. In the course of these analyses, the cost accountant must tackle the problems of determining direct labor and material costs and the determination of
proper overheads. He must present all this data in such a manner that it will
be clearly understood by the executives who will review it and make the final
decision. This is the type of work which is taking an increasingly large part of
the time of the industrial accountant today. We might term this type of activity
the accountant's responsibility for cost reduction programs. It is one of the
most important contributions he can make to the profitable operation of the
business.
The New Technique of Operations ResearchI would like to mention briefly a new technique called operations research
which has come in for quite a bit of discussion lately and which seems to me to
be closely related to the functions of the cost accountant, particularly the cost
reduction function although the new technique is not essentially (or, at least,
not only) an accounting technique. Operations research calls for the application
of the scientific method as practiced in the physical sciences—physics, chemistry
or biology —to business problems.
The operations research method concerns itself principally with causes, as contrasted with the methods of the cost accountant, which are primarily concerned
with results. I am not going to try to give you the ins and outs of operations
research. There is too much that I do not understand about it yet. However, I
would like to give just one example of the application of operations research to
a business problem, a problem with which cost accountants are all familiar.
This illustration, reported recently in the Harvard Business Review, shows clearly,
I think, the difference between operations research, with its concern with causes,
and accounting analysis, with its concern with results. It also shows the adaptation of a new method, but one with which as accountants we might feel quite at
home, to a problem we have all wrestled with many times.
The problem is production schedules —trying to balance, as every company
has tried to do, the opposing goals of maintaining even production, minimum
inventories, and sufficient stock on hand to be able to meet the requirements of
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every customer immediately. First of all, operations research, applied to this
problem, brought to light the inconsistencies in the three goals. This was, of
course, the cause of the problem. Here is the way the problem was solved by
the methods of operations research, as reported by the specialists who wrote the
article ( "Operations Research for Management" by Cyril C. Hermann and John
F. Magee, Harvard Business Review, July- August 1953):

up,

"The diverse goals of customer service, production economy, and investment minimization can be expressed in terms of costs —the cost of inefficient production (hiring,
training, overtime, etc.), the cost of investment in inventory (the rate of interest the
Treasurer wishes to charge to conserve his funds or perhaps the return on investment
which can be earned through alternative uses of the available funds) and the cost of
inability to meet a customer's demand (estimated loss of goodwill and future business).
While the latter two costs are primarily policy costs, experience has shown that they
are sufficiently determinable and realistic to afford a basis for management decision.
"The three component costs can then be cast in an algebraic equation expressing their
inter - relationships in terms of total scheduling costs; and the minimum total scheduling
cost becomes the one consistent goal.
the algebraic equation can be worked in reverse. Thus, the
"Note that, once set
Sales Manager might be told how much the company can afford to pay for an inventory large enough to avoid varying risks of failure to meet customer demand."
I am suggesting that we keep an eye on this latest development, both to see
what it has to offer us in our field and what we have to offer to it. However, my
principal purpose in bringing up the matter of operations research at all is
to point out that we have just begun to sense the implications and possibilities
of the scientific approach to many business problems. In operations research,
the contributions of the scientist, the engineer, and the mathematician will all
be needed. And yet, as those who are working in this new field point out, operations research and accounting overlap and have strong mutual interests. The
principles of operations research, perhaps, can be another avenue for the further growth and contribution of the cost accountant.
Will We Heed the Green Light?
Thinking back over what I have said here and the urgency with which I have
pressed the cause of our taking our place in management with all the skill and
ability we can muster, I sense that perhaps some may feel that I am pressing our
cause too hard. They may feel like the farmer who told the country agent that
he did not need any more information about farming methods since he was
not farming half as well as he knew how then. The immediate problems that
exert pressure on every one of us, the day -to -day volume that takes so much of
our time, often seem to leave us little opportunity to branch out and do the job
we all know in our hearts can be done by people with our training and our
ability.
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If I seem to be a little up in the clouds in suggesting the scope of the contributions I feel we should be making as cost accountants to the complex problems of business today, it is because the longer I live and am in contact with
these problems the more forcibly it is brought home to me that our greatest
handicap is ourselves. We are too modest. We are afraid that if, in our service
role in management, we take the initiative to do more than a rather pedestrian
job, someone may laugh at us. They will think we are getting "too big for our
breeches." And yet we all know that the crying need in business today is for
men with imagination and courage. When we are alone together, we talk about
all the things we would like to see done in our organizations and we put forth
some pretty good ideas for accomplishing them. Our real job is to "sell" our
ideas through "selling" ourselves.
There is only one way of getting things done in business, as in any other
field— through people. Whether our problems are in the shop, in the office, in
the sales organization, or wherever they are, they will be solved only through
people. It is an avenue we tend to neglect. All the inventory records in the
world will not solve an inventory problem unless we, as people, "sell' the ideas
they bring out to the fellows who, as people, are grappling with the problem.
The same goes for "selling" the forecast and what it indicates to the boss —or
the possibilities of cost reductions to the engineers, purchasing agents, metallurgists and others who are directly concerned. An accountant is not a "cold
fish " —or he need not be. He is not the fellow with all the answers, either, but
he is, or can be, one of the most important members of the management team,
willing not only to pull his own weight but also to help others pull theirs.
To sum it up, cost accounting and the cost accountant have come a long, long
way. We have the opportunity to go much farther. If we use every means at our
disposal— including our association with each other in N.A.C.A. and all the
technical help and broading of perspective that it can give us --cost accounting
and the cost accountant will meet the increased responsibility in this sharp competitive era that is with us —the increased responsibility for better financial reporting, cost control and profit planning. Individually, we will be happier,
more successful people, and, as a group, we will be making a contribution of
leadership to business, to the community and to the country as a whole.
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Overhead Accounting Comes Full Circle
by LEONARD A. DOYLE
Professor of Business Administration, University of California, Berkeley, California

Relevant occurrences in the history of overhead accounting take a
prominent place in this article. The author does not say that, in
direct costing, we are precisely back to cost accounting's starting point
with respect to the handling of overhead, but he does indicate that
a striking resemblance to this situation can be made out. He suggests,
among other things, that a mistaken predilection for consistency, i.e.,
direct costing for all purposes, is perhaps as ill- advised as any other
type of mental attitude which looks in one direction only.

the proposition that cost accounting, as a
T separate art or discipline, owedformuch
of its initial development to the growHE RE I S M UC H TO BE S AI D

ing importance of overhead costs. The industrial revolution had proceeded far
enough by the middle of the nineteenth century, at least in England, to make
the factory system of production dominant and to bring on some of the problems of severe competition. Cost accounting developed, in large part, because
managers and owners found that material and labor costs alone, about which
they had independent awareness, were inadequate guides to pricing and control.
However, if the growing importance of overhead costs was what created modern cost accounting (and cost accountants), is it now behaving as a Frankenstein monster? The evidence is persuasive. Having been created by overhead
costs, the cost accountants are now turing on their creator and are destroying it.
And how are they doing it? By direct costing, of all things! After three -quarters of a century we are returning to the primeval ooze from which we came —
direct costs. If this is so, it must be because there really is no accounting for
overhead.
What Has Julius Caesar To Do With It?
Is our generation to liquidate the vast empire of cost accounting? The very
thought saddens me, for I have come to love (or at least to like) the insoluble
problems of cost accounting. As I have been reading and thinking about direct costing and its implications, the notion grows that cost accounting, itself,
might well be killed by direct costing. This idea of destruction somehow led
to the thought of Caesar, and the fate and funeral of Caesar, as depicted by
Shakespeare, seemed to have some relevance to our present case. Perhaps it is
A U G U S T , 19 54
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unfair to cast full - product - costing in the role of Caesar and the direct cost
advocates in the roles of Brutus and Cassius, but let us do so. Transporting
ourselves to Rome, we find Brutus speaking to the mob (cost accountants
everywhere) :
Romans, countrymen, and lovers ! hear me for my cause. If there be any in this
assembly, any dea d friend of overhea d costs, to him I say that direct costing's love of
overhead was no less than his. If, then, that friend demand why direct costing rose
against overhead allocation, this is my a n swe r —N o t that we loved overhead allocation less, but tha t we loved our sanity more. Had you rather that overhead allocation
were living and go nu ts explaining it, than tha t overhea d a llocation were dea d and ye
can keep your marbles and sleep at night?

...
To keep up the analogy, we can view Antony, entering with those bearing the
body of Caesar. Antony speaks:
Friends, cost accountants, countrymen, lend me your ears. I come to bury overhead
allocation, not to praise it. The evil that accounting practices do lives after them,
the good is oft interred with back issues of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin. (Editor's note:
Come! Come!) So let it be with overhea d costing. The noble advocate of direct costing has told you that overhead a llocation is too complex. If it were so, it is a grievous
fault, and grievously has cost accounting answered for it. Here, under leave of the
editor and the others, for they are a ll honorable men, come I to speak a t the fu nera l
of overhead costing. Overhead was my friend, fa ithfu l a nd ju st to me. But they say
overhead allocation is too complicated, and they are honorable men. But overhead
allocation brought many dinars to business firms under cost -plus contracts. Did it
seem too complicated then?
I speak not to disprove wha t the direct cost advocates sa y, but here I am to speak
wha t I d o k n ow. You a ll did love overhead costing once, —not without ca use. Wha t
cause withholds you, then, to mourn for it now? O judgment, thou art fled to brutish
beasts, and men ha ve lost their reason! Bear with me: my hea rt is in the coffin there
with overhead costs. And I mu st pa u se till it come ba ck to me!
It i s n o t m y i n t e n t i o n t o e m u l a t e A n t o n y fu r t h e r a n d u s e C a e sa r 's t o r n b o d y

to rouse the reader to revolt against direct costing. Instead I propose a sort
of Irish wake for overhead allocation. In this fashion we can review the career
of the deceased as we "pass the jug." What, then, happened between the abandonment of direct costing with the initial progress of the industrial revolution
and the return to direct costing at the beginning of the atomic age? After
grappling with overhead costing for three - quarters of a century, why have we
decided that the best way to solve the problem is to ignore it? Is it true that
there is no accounting for overhead?

First Cost Writings Stressed Estimates of Complete Product Costs
It will come as no surprise to cost accountants again confronted by a buyers'
market to learn that, more than a century ago, increasing competition was the
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occasion for giving attention to costs. The case was put by Charles Babbage in
1832 as follows:'
"The great competition introduced by machinery, and the application of the principle of the subdivision of labour, render it necessary for each producer to be continually on the watch, to discover improved methods by which the cost of the article he
manufactures may be reduced; and, with this view, it is of great importance to know
the precise expense of every process, as well as of the wear and tear of machinery
which is due to it. The same information is desirable for those by whom the manufactured goods are distributed and sold; because it enables them to give reasonable
answers or explanations to the objections of inquirers, and also affords them a better
chance of suggesting to the manufacturer changes in the fashion of his goods, which
may be suitable either to the tastes or to the finances of his customers. To the statesman such knowledge is still more important; for without it he must trust entirely to
others, and can form no judgment worthy of confidence, of the effect any tax may
produce, or of the injury the manufacturer or the country may suffer by its imposition."
Babbage was urging that business do something which was not then common
practice. He exhorted but he did n ot refer his readers to any standard texts
on cost accounting, for the excellent reason that none existed.
The French were substantially ahead of the English in the theory and practice of cost accounting, at least until the last two decades of the nineteenth
century. Babbage did not refer to the French literature. In 1878 Thomas Bat tersby published a small book with a long title, 2 and Garcke and Fells published their Factory Accounts in 1887.3
Battersby's book and that of Gar cke and Fells recognized the existence of
"indirect" or 'overhead" costs but did not propose and defend a way of assigning such costs to individual products. Each book described ways of estimating
product cost. In general, each described ways of ascertaining direct or prime
cost, and them described various ways of adding something to such cost to cover
indirect cost so as to secure either an estimate of total cost or a selling price.
Why were the first books on cost accounting unwilling to stop with direct
or prime cost ?' Clearly the writers, reflecting the views of their day, regarded
Charles Babbage, On the Economy of Machinery and Manufacturers (London,
1932). The quotation is from Chapter 21, "On the Cost of Each Separate Process
in a Manufacture."
2. Thomas Battersby, Th e Perfect Double Entry Book - keeper (abridged) and the

1.

Perfect Prime Cost and Profit Demonstrator (on the Departmental System) for Iron
and Brass Founders, Machinists, Engineers, Shipbuilders, Manufacturers, etc. (Man-

chester: 1878 )
3. Garcks & Fells, Factory Accounts (London: 1887) This book went through seven
editions between 1887 and 1922.
4. The historical sketch in this article is concerned with what the writer regards as
the chief theoretical aspects of the overhead cost problem. For a detailed survey
of the development of cost accounting ideas and procedure, see David Solomons
(Editor) Studies in Costing (London: Street & Maxwell, 1952) esp. the introductory essay by Solomons titled "The Historical Development of Costing" and
the third essay by Theodore Lang titled "Concepts of Cost, Past and Present."
The writer gratefully acknowledges his debt to Professor Solomons for his careful
survey of the early literature on costing.
A U G U S T , 19 54
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such costs as inadequate for pricing, control, and other managerial uses. In
substance, business men, economists, and government officials found prime or
direct costs unsatisfactory. They were trying to move from a clearly unsatisfactory state of affairs. The direction they took was toward full costing. However, today we find full product costing unsatisfactory, and so we move away
from it. The interesting thing is that we move toward (or back to) direct costing and not toward something different from what has been attempted in the past.
This would suggest that we have tried all the logical possibilities, found them
all wanting and choose to abandon the quest.
The practice of adding estimated percentages for overhead cost and profit
to prime cost or one of its components was followed rather generally until about
1900. The estimating methods had their critics, and much of the criticism centered on the lack of physical relationship between the product responsible for
overhead costs and the crude basis for assigning such costs. In other words,
the emergence of the multi - product plant made rough percentage estimates
unworkable. But it is this same multi - product problem that is the foundation
for today's direct costing!

Then Came Preliminary and Supplemenfary Rates
The first significant attempt to get at full product cost probably should be
credited to Alexander Hamilton Church.5 His development of the production
center and the "preliminary rate" were landmarks in the history of cost accounting. Church, like most cost accountants of his time, was concerned in large part
with the idea of product responsibility. He sought to assign costs to the products responsibile for the costs and he wanted to include overhead cost as well
as the direct costs of material and labor. The use of the production center was
a logical extension of the concept of direct cost, for there were many overhead
or indirect costs which were direct costs of the production centers. If one keeps
in mind the size and kind of factory or machine shop with which Church was
concerned in the early years of the twentieth century, one sees that his production
5.

Alexander Hamilton Church published a series of six articles in the Engineering
Magazine on "The Proper Distribution of Establishment Charges" in 1901.
This
series is one of the most important in the development of cost accounting. Church
subsequently refined and elaborated his ideas in several books. The present article
will make no attempt to trace his ideas to specific publications, but will
confine
attention to his major contributions to the theory of costing.
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center was a rather satisfactory device for securing full product cost in terms
of physical responsibility, provided historical costs were used and a proper
basis developed for applying costs from each production center.
Church found actual costs unsatisfactory in that they were determined too
late for many purposes, particularly for bidding on new work. Also, they were
subject to the influence of changes in volume. His second and third contributions, the preliminary and supplementary rates, were devices to enable one,
as it were, to have his cake and still eat it. The preliminary rate permitted
full costs to be added as a job went through the shop and allowed the accumulation of total costs as soon after completion as clerical procedures made possible. The supplementary rate enabled a firm to "correct" the preliminary costs
to the amount which would have been developed by simple historical costing.
Given the proper conditions and bases for applying the rates, one should concede that the production center and the combined preliminary and supplementary rates solved the problem of securing accurate costs.
As we know, Church did not succeed in accounting for overhead to the satisfaction of all interested parties. His preliminary rate actually was an approximation of the engineered capacity approach to overhead rates in the later standard cost systems, but the procedure of applying such a rate on the basis of actual
time or material was unsatisfactory. Church claimed too much for his supplementary rate and its use proved very cumbersome. To secure preliminary
costs which must be supplemented before they can be interpreted, proved as
difficult in Church's day as in our.e

How the Concept of Normal Capacity Arose
Given a satisfactory method of actual costing, attention will be focused on
the behavior of unit cost from period to period. This was the next phase in
the history of overhead costing. Although one finds evidence that the problems
of efficiency and volume were both considered by many cost accountants, it is
proper to direct attention first to the treatment of the volume problem. Cost
6. As Solomons points ou t, op-cit. pp. 30 -31, D. C. Eggleston and Dr. William Kent
refined historical costing by developing a number of different bases for apportioning overhead, including alternative production center rates of machine hou rs and
man hours, the use of rates based on material cost of quantity, a nd the assignment
of certain costs according to the general character of the job (survey methods).
Little has been added to "actual" costing techniques since.
A U G U S T , 19 54
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cycle,

accountants were able to work out solutions to the volume problem under actual
costing, thereby avoiding the problem of efficiency. Systematic consideration
of the measurement of efficiency required some attention to volume.
As industrial capitalism developed, so did the business cycle. Cyclical fluctuations in general business had their counterpart in changes in the volume of
production in each industry and for each firm. Since the use of costs as a
guide to pricing was a major force in the development of cost accounting, what
was the value for price determination of the good actual costs finally developed? They were not satisfactory! Having good total unit costs was not
enough, especially as the progress of technology tended to increase the percentage of total cost represented by indirect or overhead costs. Large indirect
costs tended to vary less in total amount as volume changed than did direct
material and direct labor. Hence unit costs varied inversely with changes in
volume. The highest costs were experienced in periods of low demand, and
it was obvious that such costs could not be used as the basis for quoting prices.
It is very difficult to determine how much influence economists had on cost
accounting in the first third of the twentieth century, but what influence I can
detect was largely indirect. The neo- classical economists, particularly Alfred
Marshall, did not really give much attention to how a single firm should use cost
and market data, their concern being with broad industry-wide relationships.
When they did consider the individual producer, economists tended to think in
terms of his average cost as being a function of his general efficiency. The
emphasis on average cost was natural in a body of theory which ruled the business cycle out of existence by definition. If economists tended to overlook the
business
the accountants could not. In attempting to solve the cost
problems presented by cyclical changes in output, the cost accountants took over
a variant of the economist's concept of cost, the idea of normal cost. It is
particularly unfortunate that economists and cost accountants had so little to do
with each other between 1900 and 1933, for each might have helped the other!

Shorf- comings of "Normal Costing"
How did normal costing attempt to dispose of the problem of overhead? In
substance, cost accountants took over the economists' conclusion that "in the
long -run the selling price of a product must equal the full cost of production,
including a return on capital sufficient to retain it in the industry." If this
must be true in the long -run, how better make it true than to see that it is
so in a succession of short -runs? The accountants who advocated normal cost1580
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ing saw little difficulty in developing a volume figure through foresight that
the economist left to hindsight —and so we had normal capacity. The essential
circularity of the reasoning involved in selecting a "normal" volume for costing in order to develop a price at which the normal volume would be sold either
was not apparent to many cost accountants or was overlooked as a mere theoretical objection to an inherently sensible device.
The idea of normal cost is one of the worst that cost accounting has produced,
yet it cannot fairly be charged with the downfall of cost accounting and the
return to the dark ages of direct costing. I suspect that most cost accountants
who used some sort of normal capacity less than engineered capacity rather
quickly lost any faith they might have had in the resulting normal cost as a
completely satisfactory basis for pricing. In spite of the difficulty of using
normal cost for pricing, the use of a relatively fixed capacity figure in computing and applying overhead rates did solve, in large part, the sort of unit cost
variation that plagued Church and led to his supplementary rate. If cost
accountants were not always able to use normal cost for pricing, they almost
certainly had less trouble explaining the lump sum of under - absorbed and
over - absorbed overhead than did Church with his supplementary rate.
The Standard Cost Solution to Overhead Allocation
The most far - reaching attempt to account for total cost, including overhead,
was that involved in the standard cost movement. Standard costs may be regarded as the logical outgrowth of attempts to both control cost and to explain
cost behavior. The effort to determine, in advance of production, how cost
should behave in relation to output, was a significant step forward in both
cost accounting and management. Although pre- determination of cost was a
good idea, the actual achievements have, in many instances, left much to be
desired. In the main, the difficulties with standard costs have been those which
seem to break the back of any cost system, i.e., the problems of overhead costs
for the multi - product plant under conditions of changing volume. Here we have
our same old devils again. But why cannot a standard cost system handle these
hardy perennials? The case can be summarized as follows:
If some sort of normal capacity is used
as a basis for developing standard overhead rates, the rates will change only as
costs and efficiency factors change, leaving the volume variance to be explained.
But the volume variance is the result of
physical use, such as machine hours or
man hours, and so is influenced by product mix and efficiency.
A U G U S T , 1954

2. If a careful system of budgeting is used
in connection with standard costs, the
standards can be based on the level of
output and the product mix regarded by
management as maximizing profit. In
such a case the volume variance is significant in highlighting changes of actual
from planned output. This probably is
1581

easier to explain than variance from normal volume, but —
Even if (2) is employed, a standard system of full product costing runs head on
into the variable profit margin problem.
The optimum product mix is the one
which produces the largest possible
profit, but, as we all know (or one may
hope we do by nowl) it is unlikely that
all products can or should be sold at the

same percentage markup on full standard costs —using the product responsibility criteria in assigning cost. Varying
margins of profit may not be too difficult to explain. The problem of showing
that products showing a "loss" really
contributed to profit appears to be one
of the factors which has led cost accountants to believe that direct actual
costing may be preferable to full standard costing.

Direct Costing: Solution or Illusion?
Direct costing of the sort described in recent N.A.C.A. literature must be
regarded as something more sophisticated than the direct costing of England
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. It is more sophisticated in that it
specifically disclaims allocating fixed manufacturing cost to products. This is an
attempt to get rid of a problem by ignoring it. Overhead costs, however, are not
going to go away because we find no satisfactory place for them on the cost
sheets. The devils are going to turn up on the income statement and make life
just as miserable for us as the "supplementary rate" did for our predecessors
some fifty years ago. If we treat fixed costs as period costs we are going to be
right back with the old cycle problem. The economy has had so much prosperity
in recent years that we may have been trapped into thinking that changes in
volume have been eliminated and we could, therefore, treat fixed manufacturing
costs as period costs. I venture to suggest that in this period of "rolling adjust•
ment" those firms using direct costs only, for inventory values are going to have
at least as much trouble explaining changes in total net profit as they formerly
had in explaining profit on individual products. Direct costing, consistently
applied, is no more the universal solution to overhead accounting than was any
of its predecessors.
In reviewing the life of the deceased, may one find, as is reputed to have
been found at an occasional wake, that the "corpse' is not dead after all?
May direct costing be a step toward the ultimate resolution of the problems of
overhead costing? I believe that it may, but not if taken "literally." It would
be taking it "literally," I think, to use direct costs for inventory values as well
as for product costs, or to substitute direct costing for standard costing.
Use Direct Costing —But Not Blindly
Direct costing is the closest approach to the modern economic theory of the
firm that cost accounting has achieved to date. The difficulty in direct costing
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is similar to that of "lifo." An attempt at "consistency" causes one accounting
statement to defeat another. In the case of "lifo," the notion that only the
"lifo" inventory figure may be shown on the balance sheet makes that statement,
after a significant general price inflation, less accurate and useful than it might
be. Showing the current replacement value as well as the "lifo" value would
tell the reader what is otherwise lacking, i.e., the additional dollar investment
in inventory required between the adoption of "lifo" and the balance sheet
date, for the inventory quantity at that date. If "lifo" can, thus, be charged
with producing unrealistic asset figures, then, certainly, valuing work -in- process
and finished goods on the basis of direct variable cost will also result in unrealistic asset figures.
As in the "lifo" case, the problem with which direct costing starts is matching cost with revenue. The cost - revenue problem of direct costing, however, is
not primarily one of the accounting period as much as of the individual products
or product groups. I agree that the "contributed margin" is a significant figure,
but what does it mean? The N.A.C.A. research study on direct costing (Research Series 23, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, April 1953) strongly implies that the only
product costs to be deducted from net sales are the direct variable costs. This,
applied to profit determination, is a distortion of present economic theory, for
the measure of a product's right to a place in the firm's program is the relation
between all current costs for which the product is responsible and the revenue
attributable to it. Clearly a product or group of products may be responsible
for some fixed costs as well as variable costs.
The second objection on economic grounds to direct costing is its use for
inventory. Economists and cost accountants seem to be in general agreement,
that if a firm secures the maximum dollar contribution of revenue over direct
costs for each product, it will thereby maximize its total period profit.' But this
does not require considering all indirect costs as period costs. To say that many
costs cannot be assigned to particular products is not to say, in economic terms,
that such costs cannot be assigned to the aggregate of all products effectively produced in the period. I would say that economic theory at least suggests, if it does
not require, that indirect cost be apportioned between inventories in process,
finished goods, and cost of sales on direct cost incurred, or total direct cost less
purchased material. Such allocation will not disturb the individual contributed
7.

Subject to the general condition that, in maximizing the margin on one product,
it is not necessary to restrict output of another carrying a higher margin in terms
of the relevant limiting factor, such as margin per machine hour on a bottleneck
machine.
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margins of the product groups, but it will avoid the distortions incident to
treating all indirect costs as period costs. It will also give a reasonable "total
cost" for inventory values on the balance sheet.
Coping Wifh Flucfuafions in Volume and Efficiency
But, you may well ask, what about the problem of normal overhead? The
treatment proposed above for indirect cost will eliminate only a part of the
distortion introduced by direct costing —the inventory portion —but it leaves
unsolved both the effect of fluctuating volume and fluctuating efficiency. To the
fluctuating volume problem I must plead guilty of unconventional leanings. I
have thought long and hard about the concept of normal volume and I find it
useless — useless in the sense that it serves no purpose satisfactorily. Fluctuating
volume is a fact of economic life and its implications should not be hidden or
clouded by a "gimmick" such as normal capacity. Normal capacity is not the
capacity at which it ever pays to produce (in the sense of being the rate of
capacity at which profit will be maximized), except by accident. The notion
that there can be a "cost of not producing" is sheer nonsense.
Management should produce the product mix and volume which will maximize profit or minimize loss. If a particular rate of capacity, say 60 per cent,
accomplishes this and there is "excess capacity," management would be foolish
to produce more, for to do so would reduce the total margin. Hence, it is
ridiculous to speak of the "cost of not producing" something it does not pay
to produce! If one must deal with the "unused capacity" issue, I suggest that
it be related (for internal management purposes only) to the budgeted rate of
utilization. I believe management could make use of a figure showing overhead
absorption realized in relation to the amount originally planned, but I see
no value to the conventional "cost of idleness."
As for the final problem, that of efficiency, ? see no inherent conflict between
direct costing and standard costing. As a matter of fact, direct costing may well
be the most sensible application of the theory of standard cost. Effective cost
control is, in large part, accomplished by controlling the costs of the production
centers and departments, both direct and indirect. The standard cost of a
center or department, —in fact, of any defined operation —is the direct cost of
such operation. Standard costing, logically, does not require clearing the costs
of every overhead department to the production departments or centers.
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We Seem to See It Stir Slightly
I do not know whether or not "the j u g has been passed too often," but the
"corpse" of overhead allocation seems to show signs of life. I believe direct
costing need not be suicide but may give us a new lease on life. We can keep
such good things from our past as production centers, standard costing by
responsibility centers, careful budgeting, and reasonable financial statements —
all these things with direct costing — provided we do not take it too literally.

CORRECTION
in "Enter —Operations Research" by John F.
Magee in the N. A.C.A. Bulletin for June, 1954.
Our attention has been called to the omission
The formulae in question appear on page 1258
of several i symbols from formulae presented
and should read as follows:
h
k
k
h
:2 r Q j ( k — i + 1 ) + P j y s 1
C(x,T)
:E rQj(k — i + 1 ) x i j + f
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A Sales Manager's Reliance
on the Sales Budget
by WILLIAM E. HERRMANN
Manager, Heavy Apparatus Product Sales, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

The process of working out a .tales budget, product by product, is
sketched here with the attractiveness of informal narrative. Behind
this narrative, however, appears the even more attractive outline of a
sales- accounting relationship which may be mutually helpful, and
warnings against accounting viewpoints which can damage this relationship.

blobs of matter which attract
C little interest besides that expressed inpeaceful
the critical eye of the weatherman.
LOUDS IN THE SKY ARE PICTURESQUE,

However, a cloud is really far from the stable and innocuous thing it seems,
for inside there is surprising activity— gale -like winds, wild molecular disturbances, and dangerous electrical potentials. Often, the cloud just passes by.
Occasionally, it produces rain or snow, sometimes a crack of lightning. But,
sooner or later, a downpour comes. In these aspects it resembles the budget,
which looks just as peaceful, is subject to like mild disturbances, and, when it
overflows, produces catastrophies. The average employee reacts to the budget
as some sort of annual nonsense that keeps him from seeing the boss. Those
who shape the monster groan faintly and begin to realize that it is an occupational hazard.

Sales Budget Must Be Taken Seriously
Management, however, considers the budget as the foundation of the business
—the logical, orderly, controlled method of making a profit. There is no
single budget program which will most effectively fit the needs of all businesses.
A complete program is likely to include budgets for sales, cost of sales, inventory
increase or decrease, production, direct materials, direct labor, selling expense,
advertising expense, profit and loss, capital expenditures, and cash. In this
article, we are going to deal only with the sales budget —what it means to a
sales manager, how it is put together, and how, by working closely with the
accountants, it can be made successful. Sales budgets constitute the foundation
for most over -all budget programs. If the sales budgets are correct, then the
budgets of cost and expenditures can be developed on an accurate and effective
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basis. If the sales budgets are not correct, well, that is when the cloud -burst
of red ink occurs.
As a first step, it is important to recognize that the sales budget must be
regarded as representing a commitment of the business, just as real as a customer's order. The engineering, manufacturing and purchasing departments,
to name a few, will be spending hard cash in advance of any specific sales
orders. The sales budget must, therefore, be a very realistic, hard - nosed, prediction of future business. Although it is thus apparent that guesswork must
be kept to a minimum, we are not in a position to completely disregard our
crystal ball. (As a matter of fact, something is wrong with mine right now —
and I'm in the market for a new one!) In this business of predicting, Nostra damus could make a million dollars overnight!
Budgeting Volume for an Established Product
Even predicting the future is not quite enough. The sales manager must
develop a method of guaranteeing that his prediction will come true. The
graph in Exhibit 1 represents one approach to that problem and illustrates
how the very preparation of the budget protects the business by highlighting
facts not previously considered important. In this case, we are plotting monthly
shipments and total shipments of an established product, called Product A,
that has been on the market for four years. With this much data, it is possible
to study the history of a product over a period of time sufficiently long, so
that fluctuations can be either discounted or definitely established as trends. As
can be seen, sales have been erratic, but there has been at least one good
quarter each year, with the exception of 1952. In budgeting for 1954, we can
carefully analyze the reasons for the slump and, once we have the answers,
base our budget on this new plan of attack. This analytical approach can be
illustrated by studying the following factors:
The large orders occurring in 1951, 1952
and 1953 did not come from a few big
customers. They represent many small
orders from many customers. However,
all of these customers are in the same
industry. Therefore, the buying habits of
that particular industry must be carefully studied and a sales plan evolved.
2. The price of the product was increased
10 per cent in January, 1952.
3. When the product was first announced,
it received good coverage in the trade

press. Since then, we have had an annual
advertising campaign, totaling three ad
insertions per year. This campaign, however, has been restricted to a single
magazine.
4. The man responsible for the commercial
aspects of the product was transferred
to other work early in 1952 and a new
man had to be broken in.
5. Several customers have had trouble
with the product and have recommended
minor changes in it.

In budgeting for 1954, it was felt that the 1953 performance could be at least
A U G U S T , 1954
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EXHIBIT 1

equalled by taking action in three ways. The first of these involved increasing
the sales activity in the problem industry by planned trips to "big" customers,
the sales manager to take a more personal interest in the product in addition
t o a ssi g n i n g a n o t h e r h e a d q u a r t e r s m a n fo r fa st e r fo l l o w -u p o f i n q u i r i e s. It a l so

appeared possible to enhance the salability of the product by incorporating
the improvements recommended by customers. The reason that 1953 business
was not affected by the lack of these improvements is that all the orders placed
that year were from new customers who did not yet recognize that improvements
were desirable. These new improvements should, therefore, bring in repeat
business from old customers. In the third place, it was suggested that it would
stimulate the industry placing the large orders if a special "mailer" describing
successful applications of the product in that industry were distributed, this
mailer to be sent to key, industrial people nominated by our field salesman.
It was thought that a new advertising campaign to point up product improvements should be run in the two top trade papers.
These plans for 1954 are logical enough, but how about price? Gross margin
should always be reviewed in the light of the facts. Since the utility value of
the product to the customer is substantially greater than the price and since the
1588
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1952 price increase had no adverse effect on 1953 business, it seemed that the
price should be increased another 10 per cent to reflect higher manufacturing
and selling costs. This example has been dwelt on to point up the fact that
budget time is "decision- making time." Preparing the budget provides the
incentive for an annual, orderly review of all business activities which because
they do not have the action -pull of emergencies, do not get daily attention.
Budgeting Volume for a More Recent Product
In the case of Product "B" which is the subject of Exhibit 2, we have an
entirely different situation. This is a new product and, although our data is
limited, it is apparent that sales have leveled off at about 10 units per month.
Since this is an industrial equipment of limited application, not affected by
seasonal buying habits, and since no additional or unusual promotional campaign is planned, it is reasonable to expect continued business at about the same
level for at least a year. The broken line, extending the sales rate curve, predicts
a sale of 120 units in 1954. That is a conclusion easy enough to reach. We will
probably get orders for 120 units. But how many units will we ship. Thus,
the real question to be answered in this instance, is, "How many units will
the factory produce ?"
It is up to the sales department to tell the factory how many units to build.
To do that effectively requires a method which insures a minimum inventory,
while, at the same time, offering short delivery to the customer. One solution
to this problem is illustrated by Exhibit 3, which adds manufacturing data to
the portrayal in Exhibit 2. Each manufacturing order placed in the factory is
represented by a line indicating, in length, the manufacturing cycle (four months
in this case) and, in height, the number of units produced (30, 60 and
100). An extension of the Manufacturing Order No. 4 line to the point at
which it intersects the projected sales curve shows that a zero stock condition
will be reached at July 1, 1954. Therefore, in order to attain the budgeted
sales of 120 units, a new order for at least 100 units should be started January
1, 1954. By starting it early, we will be assured of a favorable stock condition
throughout the year.
In short, the sales manager must realize that getting the orders is not enough.
He must also see to it that the equipment is manufactured in the right quantity
and at the right time. By using a method such as this, a simple chart is transformed into a dynamic budget which not only predicts but also protects the
business throughout the year. With this method well in hand, all we need is
a way to get people to do what they say they will. (I might add, that this need
includes the salesman) !
A U G U S T , 19 54
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EXHIBIT 2

The Over -All Sales Budget —A Composite
Using this data on the individual products, the sales manager must next
formulate an overall sales budget. This interesting assignment starts off as a
single sheet of paper which rapidly becomes a wastebasketful. Exhibit 4 is a
simplified example of what I mean. At the top, this statement represents a
preliminary budget of a business composed of four product lines. Each line
is made up of a number of products which bear little family resemblance. For
example, Product Line A consists of four unrelated products sold to the chemical
industry. The particular business we are discussing is a unique one involving
the pioneering of new products which are manufactured in limited quantities
in laboratory shops. Even for a business as limited and risky as this, a gross
margin of 16.8 per cent is "terrible" and would not be accepted by management.
The same thing is true of Product Lines B and C, Product Line D being the
only one in comparatively good shape.
We go back to the budget of Product Line A (here shown on the same piece
of paper, for convenience), to see what's wrong. A glance at this budget shows
wide divergence between the gross margins of the individual products. Why?
Let us analyze each one and see. Products 1 and 3 are considered well- estab1590
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lished and have been made for at least three years. Prices are based on accurate
costs which have a long, stable history. These gross margins are acceptable.
Product 2 is a new product which was launched by buying our way into the
market at a low price. This is a poor gross margin and it could get even worse.
Product 4 is a large government job on which the price is tied close to the cost
by Federal Statute.
Assuming that, for this type of business, management would consider a gross
margin of 25 per cent as reasonable, it is entirely likely that management
would also consider these lower gross margins as acceptable after the circumstances have been properly explained. Therefore, we set down an entirely new
product breakdown. Instead of lumping products by industry or family resemblance, we group them according to their gross- margin capabilities and
limitations. Again, this manner of display is shown in summary form on Exhibit 4. The gross margin capabilities for established products are good —about
25 per cent. The gross margins on new products are erratic — fluctuating between 10 per cent and 20 per cent. The gross margins on defense business are
limited, and our performance would be good if we averaged 14 per cent on
this activity. At this point, in actual practice, the original piece of paper is
fished out of the wastepaper basket and, with a little re- grouping and a little
simplification, we get the identical budget in the bottom section of Exhibit 4
as in the top section, except now it is in a form which is easy to explain and
which management is likely to buy. It might seem that I have juggled the numbers around so they "look good." That is true, but my reasons are more honorable than might be suspected. I feel that this budget more truly describes the
business by highlighting its limitations and capabilities. It serves as a more
accurate yardstick of success by establishing goals which can be reached. It
tells, in advance, what we can and cannot do, thereby permitting us to carry out
our plans without undue criticism from those who previously had a misconception of our business.
Realizing the Budget — Some "Don'ts" for the Accountant
So the sales manager, therefore, views the budget, not only as a protector
of his business but also as the yardstick of his success. In this occupation, he
turns out to be either a hero or a "bum," for, once the budget has been approved by management, another —and more difficult— assignment remains, i.e.,
the realization of that budget. The performance of this assignment brings the
accountant back into the picture. Time and time again, this proves the dependence that the commercial man has on the accountant. This dependence is parAU G US T , 1 95 4
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EXHIBIT 3

titularly true in the area of cost accuracy. Here, for example, is the story of a
cost accountant that had developed marked, maternal tendencies in an effort to
protect the sales department. In the costing of a new product, he applied not
only the normal contingencies but an additional 10 per cent contingency across
the board. This extra contingency was hidden in the cost and was not revealed
to the sales manager, who had responsibility for pricing the product.
The net result was a noncompetitive price which severely limited the business.
The cost accountant meant well, but, by hiding the extra contingency allowance,
he was over - pricing the product, which was certainly not to his advantage. The
sales manager does not want this kind of protection. It is his job to take these
risks and to protect the business through proper pricing. To do that, there
must be an accurate cost estimate. The elements that make up that cost must be
known, particularly the contingent elements. Do not th ink for a min ute that
I minimize the job of cost estimating. It is a mighty tough one. However, I
feel very strongly that the cost estimate should be an "open book," that there
should be no secrets, and that any outright guesses on th e p a rt of th e cost
estimator should be clearly labeled as such.
Another example of "protection" of the sales department from the facts of
1392
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cost is the accounting practice of billing the commercial department a preliminary manufacturing cost equal to, say, 90 per cent of the selling price of the
product. This is done, often, because all the costs are not "in" yet. It seems
to me that this is protection in reverse. The effect on the monthly profit -and -loss
statement is devastating. On product sales of $50,000, priced to yield a gross
margin of $12,500, the Profit and Loss statement shows only $5,000. On this
point, the sales manager is tempted to write little notes to the boss saying, "The
bookkeepers (note the belittling word!) are holding $7,500 in escrow!"
Still a further obstacle to true help from the accounting department is an
attitude toward the salesman that can best be described by the word, "arbitrary."
For purposes of illustration, let us assume that we are operating a business in
which the products are composed largely of vendor items. These items are
purchased at a small discount designed to cover the cost of handling. In most
instances, they are standard products, sold and serviced nationally. There have,
however, been instances in which our products have not functioned properly
and we have been subject to complaint expense, caused by the failure of a
vendor item incorporated in our product. The accountant's solution to this
problem is to add a surcharge, a substantial one, to the cost of purchased items —
not only the particular vendor item but all vendor items, regardless of reliability,
application or dollar - value. Since many such products, like electronic recorders,
are sold as accessories rather than as integral componets of a packaged product,
a customer would be forced to pay a premium to have us supply a completely
standard item. It is impossible to justify a pricing policy such as this to a customer. I am not criticizing those legitimate instances in which a surcharge is
in order. I am criticizing the undiscriminating across - the - board, approach to
the problem. I feel that a flexible, yet positive, approach is called for, one
which "lets the punishment fit the crime."
Personality Problems of the Accountant
Many accountants work very closely with the engineers who design the company products. Engineers are known for some lack of facility for getting themselves across. However, let us also contemplate the accountant from a commercial man's point of view, which is slightly (only slightly) above the belt.
Most of the folks I have talked to agree that, face -to -face, an accountant is the
grandest guy in the world, but once in the protecting arms of the adding
machine and the ledger, he's dangerous. He is an enthusiast, selling you something you less and less want to buy. Of course, sales personnel are not completely free of faults and idiosyncrasies. We seem best described by "light -up"
A U G U S T , 1954
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EXHIBIT 4

bow ties, padded expense accounts, back slapping, neanderthal personalities, and
an almost insatiable infatuation with the sound of our own voices.
Neverthless, there is one serious observation about accountants, which is
shared by enough people to risk mentioning it in this article. It is the allegation
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that accountants, as a group, seem to restrict themselves too closely to the job
of accounting, rather than exercising a broad business outlook in their daily
routine. The word, routine, may well be the reason. There is probably too
much routine allowed to remain in the accounting profession.
In the preparation of this article, I did a good deal of research among my
fellow sales managers, locally and around the country. Most of them feel that
they are getting very good service from the accountants. They also felt that
their businesses would be more successful if they, themselves, were trained
accountants. In other words, they feel that there is still an abundance of creative
financial work yet to be done. Perhaps that is a left- handed criticism, but what
I think it means is that those who voice it simply want more of the accountant's
time and talent. I do know that an accountant can make or break a sales manager and, if my experience is typical, can join with the sales manager to virtually
guarantee the successful operation of any business.

A U G U S T , 1954
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COM M ITM ENT ACCOUNTING IN
DEVELOPMENT COST CONTROL

in the
control of development costs is the evaluation of all work which has been committed but which has not been recorded
on the books. After a development of,
say, $10,000 in magnitude has been released to the engineer, he immediately
starts his plans for ordering material and
having work done in the shop and drafting room. Such work may be done within
the company, itself, both in the immediate
area and in other cities, or may possibly
be subcontracted to vendors outside of
the parent company. Because the nature
of the work is special, it is not always
feasible or practical to obtain firm prices.
The problem becomes not only "How
much have we spent ?" but also, "How
much are we committed for ?"
At this point, we should review the
fundamental difference between production and development work. In production work, the drawings and specifications
have been determined in advance and the
work has undoubtedly been preplanned
with costs which may be predetermined
with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
However, in development work, the specifications will be determined only after
considerable effort has been expended.
The engineer makes preliminary calculations and a rough layout of what he hopes
will solve the problem. From these lie
obtains contributing shop time and materials which will enable him to prove his
theories. His primary interest is usually
to expedite the job as soon as possible.
Time becomes his driving force rather
than the ultimate cost, although he is
guided by, and accountable for, the estimated cost of the job.
Where standard materials are required,
their cost can be determined at the time
ONE
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of placing the order. However, where
work is performed either within the company or outside the company and the
specifications are not clearly defined or
are subject to change, the cost of this
type of work becomes an extremely important factor in showing where the job
stands in relation to its authorized appropriation. In order to solve this problem,
a procedure has been developed for the
recording and reporting of commitments.
Three types of orders are involved.
They are orders placed on outside vendors
for either materials or subcontract work,
orders placed on company departments
which are outside the local area, and orders
placed within the local plant. Special arrangements have been made for work
within the local area on an interdepartment order basis, handled by our production units.
On all orders placed, the purchasing or
production units forward a copy of the
order to the commitments clerk. The information on the purchase order copy includes the firm cost or the buyer's estimated cost. Experience indicates that both
the material and the billing are received
promptly on orders costing five dollars or
less and, therefore, they should not be
recorded as commitments. From the information on all other orders, tabulating
cards are prepared showing the order
number, quantity date, shop order and
cost. A special code number is assigned
to orders placed within the local area, and
the probable cost is determined on the
basis of an estimate obtained by the proN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

duction follower, of the hours required to
perform the work. The number of hours
is priced at a standard rate per hour by
the commitments clerk. If the estimated
cost is less than fifty dollars, it is not recorded.
A tabulating card is prepared showing
the same information as purchase orders
except that the code number takes the
place of the order nu mber. As the va rious
bills are received, tabulating cards are
prepared showing the qu antity, order number, code number, voucher number, shop
order and amount of the bill. Once a
month, the payment cards are collated
,with the commitment cards and a tabulation run which matches payments against
commitments and shows any unmatched
payment cards or any unmatched commitment cards. This tabulation is run by
order number. Where the payment is
equal to or exceeds the estimated amount
of the commitment, the particular commitment is eliminated from the final tabu.
lation.
A further examination is made of excessive variances and of the unmatched
payment or commitment cards, in order to
make necessary corrections. A final tabulation is then run, by shop order, which
shows the net outstanding commitments
at the particular date. The commitment
tabulation is forwarded to the various
cost units, where the information is incorporated in the reports which are rendered to management. It also is very
useful as an aid in billing in cases in
which the article may have been shipped
A U G U S T , 1954

prior to recording all the costs on the
books.
W e have found from experience several problems which have caused some
difficulty. Work of such a nature that
the producer does not have complete
knowledge of what is required often results in estimates which are at considerable variance with actual performance.
W e have also found that many changes
are made by the engineers, either directly
or through their production units, and
change notices have not been forwarded
to the commitments desk. In order to
obtain billing in detail, special code numbers have been assigned, and these are
not always included on the bills because
they represent a change from standard
routines.
There are ways of minimizing these
problems. The commitments clerk maintains the file of tabulating cards by shop
order, and this file consists of all the
open orders. As our problems have been
primarily with the larger type orders,
we have marked those above five - hundred
dollars for special attention. These represent about one to three per cent of
orders placed. Eadi month these are investigated by the commitments clerk. If
the billing received is not consistent with
the elapsed time or i f no billing has been
received, he will call the production follower or the engineer involved and obtain
the actual physical progress of the order,
so that he can evaluate the billing received. While we still find, on occasion,
that billing is received considerably in
excess of the commitment, we believe
that these cases have been reduced to a
minimum and that the resulting accuracy
is sufficiently high to make the commitment accounting a worth -while tool to
the cost man and the engineer in determining the costs of development projects.
W. E. ARTHUR, Albany Chapter
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Lower Standards —That's Cost Reduction
by EDWARD S. LECKY
Controller, Life Savers Corporation, Port Chester, New York

There is an "acre of diamonds" optimism to this presentation in
which the author, while warning that unrevised or inadequately
revised standards are cost "booby traps," conjures up a panorama
of economies awaiting discovery through an aggressive attitude
toward maintaining truly standard standards. This panorama is attractively studded with examples.

W

E

ARE ALL F A M I L I A R w i t h t h e m a n y a d v a n t a g e s t o b e d e r i v e d f r o m t h e u s e

� / of standard costs and budgets. The time which a business organization
takes to develop expense budgets and standard costs is acknowledged to be well
spent. Participation by foremen and department heads, working with the cost
accountant or budget man, creates a spirit of teamwork in management. Supervisors take pride in finding cost reductions and incorporating them in the new
budget. Thought is given to planning in advance the course of action to be followed in the future. Management has the opportunity to review planned spending in advance of the act and to determine whether or not the projected profit is
satisfactory. When the budget has been finally revised and approved, the periodic comparison of actual costs with standard costs is a useful tool of management to see if action is required on those elements of cost which exceed the
budget or standard cost. The budget then becomes a measure of performance.

Standards Can Deteriorate to Past Performance Status
However, there is danger at this point that cost performance will be judged
solely by past performance. It is all too easy to set a standard or establish a
budget representing only past performance. Although everyone derives satisfaction when variances are a small percentage of the standard costs in use,
this satisfaction will be ill -taken if the standard cost or budget includes the effect
of inefficient working conditions, methods, machines, or materials. It may also
include the effect of policies which breed high costs. It may represent an average performance which includes both efficient and inefficient costs in its derivation. In short, if there is no way to "pin- point" excessive costs, results are
measured by average standards of performance. If management is thus content
to simply match past performance, there is little chance of reducing costs.
Therefore, it is truly significant to raise the question, "How do we know that
1598
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the standard cost is a correct standard ?" It is not easy to answer. The potential
for lower costs and increased profits is always present. With the removal of
the excess profits tax, there is even greater stimulus for cost reduction programs.
It is not enough to know that the business is making a profit. The real question
is "How much more profit can the business make ?"
This article will try to bring out in this connection and by several illustrations,
that cost reduction is a continuous process. When all key people —in fact, all
employees —are looking for ways to save money, ideas follow upon ideas. Today's new idea is superseded by tomorrow's better idea. The whole purpose of
cost accounting, budgets, distribution studies and other cost control devices
should be the increase of profits. The impact on people of the figures presented
to them by the accounting department should result in an enthusiastic effort to
reduce costs. This is done when key people realize that reports are intended to
help them do a better job of managing the costs they control.
When every supervisor joins in the formulation of standard costs and budgets
and is given information about his performance, he becomes a partner with
management in managing his part of the enterprise. The foreman cannot do
the job alone. He needs the help of cost accountants, industrial engineers, quality
control people, personnel people on training and personnel development, and
other staff services. When every key man is watching costs and receives periodic
reports which show improvement, he gets keen satisfaction out of his job. When
his supervisor administers praise (and a financial reward as well) for a job well
done, the key man sees tangible benefits from doing his job adequately.

When You Revise Standards, Do a Job of It!
If standard costs are to be true guides, it must be recognized that the periodic
revision of budgets and standard costs is the opportunity to review every item.
At that time, enough data should be collected to reduce costs to the simplest components. As an instance, material should be separated into the theoretical quantity required for the finished product and the allowance for each type of scrap or
waste should be checked. Some waste is normal and considered to be irreducible
until someone finds a way to get a greater yield from the same material. Not
only direct but expense materials should be reviewed. Some items of expense can
be broken down into physical units called for, e.g., manufacturing supplies, lubricants, etc. In short, every item on the cost sheet or budget should be questioned
in terms of what can be done to reduce the cost.
Cost reductions are the result of an attitude which can be built into the entire organization. Whether one person, a cost reduction department, an emA U G U S T , 1954
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ployee group, outside consultants, or a combination of these possibilities, is
availed of, to spearhead and co- ordinate the program to reduce costs, success will
depend on ability to win acceptance by workers and supervisors at all levels.
Management must be willing to give support to the program and to wait for
results. The program will take time and patience. But the rewards multiply as
more and more people come forward with ideas for reducing costs. Real savings are made when every worker, every key man, is imbued with the idea that
costs can be reduced. One company head stated the goal well. He said, "I want
every man and woman in the organization, from the machine operator to the
president, to be cost - conscious."
Some savings are small. Some are large. Some ideas may require capital expenditures. Management will need to know how long it will take to recover
from cost savings the cost of the investment required to achieve it. At this
point, the tax rate is an important factor. Governmental policies can influence
future expansion and modernization of plant facilities. Many ideas will require the assistance of engineers — industrial, mechanical, utility and specialists.
All savings will require co- operation between workers and supervisors. Some
savings will come about from a new bold approach, a radical change from old
customs and habits. The remainder of this article will consist principally of
examples of creative thinking which resulted in lower costs.
Some Economies Possible in the Plant
In a paper company, when paper cost was based on 85 per cent operating
time for a paper machine, the cost department was using a nice, round, satisfactory figure which represented current "average" efficiency. Then it was decided to issue daily reports of idle time, broken down into causes. The foreman
studied the reports. He made some changes in the operations. He requested
an appropriation to make some mechanical changes in the machines. The percentage of idle time was rapidly reduced. Not only were the operating hours
increased but production per operating hour was also increased. This reduced
the unit cost for both direct labor and factory overhead. It increased the gross
profit dollars on increased output. This is a good example of a situation in
which expense was temporarily increased by reason of repairs and machine
changes but unit cost was lowered.
Selvage trim on cloth can often be reduced. Barrels of waste could stand
inspection in many plants. In one plant, a yield of 36 inches was considered
satisfactory for many years. Another plant was cutting 361/2 inches from the
same coated stock. Any comparison of actual cost with the standard cost based
1600
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on 36 inch yield would not have revealed the fact that one -half inch was being thrown away as waste. It took investigation, closer supervision, better worker
skill, and a willingness to try the new method before attaining the goal of lower
cost per unit.
All manufacturing processes involve the handling of material. Much of the
time of both direct and indirect labor is devoted to this. Mechanized conveyors
can bring the work from operation to operation and eliminate the need for
manual or small -truck handling. Gravity chutes can be designed to drop finished work from the machine to a container or belt, untouched by the operator.
Continuous process lines or tanks can be set up to pump liquids and materials through various processes to the final packaging operation. These require only labor to watch meters, to make periodic inspections, to be on the
lookout for jams, and to regulate and to control the flow of materials. Savings
seem limitless once the decision is made to scrutinize every operation to see
what can be done to eliminate or reduce material handling.
Small tools expense often contains the same excess costs. Records can be
kept in simple form to reveal quantities consumed on each item. Experiments
can be conducted and data made available to determine which quality of drill
or other cutting tool is lowest in unit cost for the particular job. First cost is not
the measure of final cost. Training of employees can increase the life of tools.
Control of tools loaned to each employee is essential. Past history of costs is no
criterion of what future costs can be.
One plant kept detailed records of time spent by each man on each job.
Some jobs were on incentive, some were on hourly rate. One timekeeper could
take care of only twenty-five men. A new time study engineer put all production on incentive. Production lines were set up and workers placed on group
incentive. Pay was based on finished production from each group, counted by
the inspector. There was no need for one hundred timekeepers when the
change was made. Production workers did not stop to report changes of jobs.
This increased time at the machine. Because earnings were based on good finished production, the group worked together as a team —for mutual benefit.
Some Economies Related to the Product Line and Marketing
Every company which sells merchandise at a price which includes delivery has
been faced in the past twelve years with constantly increasing transportation
costs. Using 1942 as a base or index of 100, the present index for one company is 256. How did this company combat the increased unit cost? First,
warehouses were established in strategic cities. Shipments were made at carload
A U G U S T , 19 5 4
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rates from the factory to each warehouse. Deliveries from the warehouse at less
carload rates were for short distances. As a 'by- product of this change, service
to customers was improved. Delay between receiving orders and delivering
goods was shortened. Customers could maintain lower minimum stocks. Second, the traffic manager negotiated commodity rates with carriers. These were
lower than general rates. These changes did not nullify the effect of increased
rates but tempered the ill effect. Savings must sometimes be judged by what
costs would have been without making changes.
One company sold over 3,000 variations of its products and packaged to
order. Only a dozen or so were stocked in the final form, ready to ship. Upon
receipt of a customer's order, the factory collected the component items and
wrapped and packaged the order for shipment. Delay in filling orders was bad
for customer relations. Labor costs were high. Analysis showed that many
items could be stocked. Some new equipment was purchased. The plant was
re- arranged. Finished goods storage was set up, from which orders could be
shipped upon receipt. Then service to customers made for good will. Packaging labor cost was greatly reduced. Employees' earnings were increased by putting the operation on incentive. The investment in inventory was, surprisingly
enough, reduced.
Analysis of the product line also showed that many items had poor customer
acceptance. Sales volume in those items was low. They were closed out and
dropped from the price list. This gave more volume to the remaining items.
These changes and others brought about a higher average gross profit ratio for
the company as a whole.
The cost of packing consumer goods is a large portion of their total cost.
By enlisting the advice of the carton manufacturer and by changing the type of
carton, one company made a large saving in cost. Another company purchased
cartons flat and formed the boxes by machine. Size and weights of paper, cellophane, chipboard, corrugated and other wrapping materials can profitably be
studied.
One company's product line sold largely in the few months preceding Christmas. It had been the custom for many years to hire a large number of people
for a few months before the peak sales. Cost was high, due to using unskilled
labor at nonincentive pay, as well as overtime premium and other costs which
accompany six and seven day operations. Delay in filling orders was the cause
of lost business. With the co- operation of the sales department plans were
made to level production. Schedules were prepared to plan purchases, produce
in 'basic departments, pack in finished containers, and have goods ready in
time for filling customers' orders promptly. This put the goods on retail count 1602
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ers and resulted in repeat business. Fluctuation of factory personnel between
high and low levels was kept at a small percentage. The additional investment
in inventory was amply repaid by big cost savings.
Insurance Expense Reductions
Another area is that of workman's compensation insurance. Costs have been
mounting steadily year after year. The accident rate has increased. Awards tend
to be higher. The treasurer of one company consulted with his insurance
broker. It was decided to place the compensation insurance on a retrospective
rating basis. Through retrospective rating, a company shares in the savings
made when claim losses are below the industry average. The help of key men
was enlisted to do all that could be done on safety work to prevent accidents.
In the first year of operation, the saving was almost fifty per cent of the
"normal" premium. A similar plan can be worked out on fleets of automobiles with respect to public liability insurance.
As to general insurance, it may not seem, at first glance, that savings can be
made on this item. Nevertheless, a controller reviewed the insurance policies
of a small subsidiary. He noticed the high cost of fire insurance and secured
competitive bids. Savings of more than fifty per cent were made by switching
to a different insurance company. The saving was the equivalent of a clerk's
annual salary. Some small savings were made on other policies. In another
company, a large saving was made by acting as self- insurer for fire, theft and
collision losses on a large fleet of automobiles. The saving has been close to
fifty per cent of previous premium.
Office and Record - Keeping Costs Which May Be Out of Line
Almost every article on the subject of clerical costs has stressed that the ratio
of office workers to factory workers was one to ten in 1900 and is now one to
three. Some of the causes are multiplicity of payroll deductions, more records
for tax reports to Federal, state and city governments, management's insistence
on better planning and control of factory operations, on inventory control, and
on control of manufacturing costs and distribution costs, more service to customers in such matters as sales statistics, more service to larger sales forces, etc.
However, the fact remains that cost reductions can be made in all places where
people handle papers, whether it be office, factory, receiving, shipping, stores,
warehouse, engineering, production control, purchasing or sales.
How often are duplicate records, or substantially so, kept in several depart A U G U S T , 1954
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ments or in the same department? Can a slight change in one record eliminate
the need for a second record file? In one company, the same record was kept in
four places. It may be necessary to put two departments near each other if both
need the same information and use it often, but something should be done in
most companies about repetitive recording.

Profitless Records
Nor is it only a matter of redundancy. Some records are intrinsically useless.
Question each record. What is its purpose? Can it be eliminated? In one company, five clerks carefully posted delivered and manufactured quantities to a
set of stock records. The information was not used for accounting or production control or any useful purpose. The controller quickly approved elimination of the work when it was brought to his attention.
Then there are machines to replace manual record - keeping at many points.
When an operation requires the work of several people, it is time to see whether
a machine will do the work at a lower cost, more promptly and usually more
accurately. Order - typing can be a costly operation. In one company, tabulating
equipment uses pre - punched cards to prepare invoices, bills of lading, sales
statistics, inventory control reports, at a lower cost. Sales statistics are supplied
in considerably greater detail. Payroll preparation can be improved by the use
of boards for writing three records at one time. Special payroll machines give
cumulative figures at the end of each week's posting. The peak of work at the
time of quarterly social security reports can be greatly reduced. Tabulating machine installations give payroll distribution promptly.
It is important, in handling a volume of work, to keep it flowing. One company decided to process customers' orders without the delay of clearing all
orders through the credit department. This simple change made work easier in
the order department, got orders processed earlier, and enabled the order department to handle a larger volume of work with no increase in personnel. The
safety factor is provided by having certain customer cards stamped "check
credit." Less than two per cent bear that notation and only orders on these accounts are routed to the credit department.

Lower Costs Mean a Better Market
In all the examples given in this paper the revised standard cost was lower
than the previous standard. When savings are made and reflected in standard
costs, the sales department has a tool for meeting competitive bids or can create
1604
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new markets by lowering the selling price. In one case, a sales manager made
the statement that he could double sales of a product if he could reduce the
price. The cost accountant studied the cost sheet. Material and labor costs were
accurate. The overhead rate was based on an average for a department which
contained an assortment of machines and bench work. A study was made to
properly allocate floor space, power, depreciation, maintenance and other costs
to the machine used for the product being investigated, as a separate work center
within the department. It was found that the proper overhead rate was much
lower than the average rate for the entire department. The new standard cost
justified a lower selling price. A second machine was bought to take care of the
increased volume. Gross profit dollars were increased.
Reduced Costs and Sustained Quality
There is no favored class of employees that gets all the ideas for cost savings. A well organized suggestion plan will encourage all employees to come
up with ideas. Possibly only twenty -five per cent can be used, but those will
make savings which often would be unrealized. The man or woman on the job
can, and often does, think up better ways to do the job or to use less material
or to reduce waste.
None of the cost savings reported in this article had any adverse effect on the
basic quality of the product. The consumer received full value. The manufacturers in question were rewarded by increased profits by having organizations
which relentlessly squeezed the cost dollar. Today, with new tax rates proposed,
a much larger portion of cost savings may be retained by the manufacturer effecting like economies. Competition for sales may result in lower selling prices
in some industries at both retailer and manufacturer levels. The squeeze between cost and selling price can be alleviated by reducing costs. The teamwork
of cost accountants with factory supervision, engineers and sales management,
all backed up by management, will veritably create a new standard cost for many
products and processes in most companies, if the endeavor is uncompromisingly
carried out.

A U G U S T , 1954
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Fixed Asset Planning —
And a Fleet Economy Study
by JOHN W. MACK
Assistant Controller, Crouse -Hinds Company, Syracuse, New York
4

Embedded in this paper which is devoted to a procedure —and under•
lying considerations —for orderly preparation of a capital outlay budget
from initial individual prospects to the contemplation of capital
available in total, is case material in a degree of detail relating to alternatives confronting a company which requires a sales force auto
fleet of sixty vehicles.

a recent business publication gives us a measure of the acA countant's responsibility
in fixed asset planning. In essence it stated the
WRITE -UP IN

following:
measure of the accountant's responsibility in fixed asset planning. In essence it stated the following:
I. In 1953, the nation, as a whole, would
expend 28 billion dollars on capital outlays, of which 12 billion would be on
new expansion programs alone.

2. By the end of 1956, the expectation was,
capital outlays would exceed 30 billion
dollars of which 111/ 2 billion would be
new expansion programs.

In view of what has thus been predicted for the future and our experiences
of the past ten years, there is no wonder that the subject of fixed asset planning
is of utmost importance to all members of the management team. To start with,
what should we consider to be a capital outlay or fixed asset? They will, in
general, fall into the following classifications:
I. Rights including copyrights, trademarks,
and patents.
2. Real estate,
3. Equipment including machinery, power
tools, automobiles, trucks, etc.

4. New construction.
5. Furniture and fixtures, both office and
plant.

In considering inclusions in fixed assets, we must recognize that we are in an
era of high taxation, which places pressure on the accountant to classify, where ever possible, a cash outlay as a period expense rather than a fixed asset and
we must also recognize that there is variation of practice within industries because of differences in manufacturing processes, products sold, and services
rendered.
How the Need for Capital Outlay Achieves Status
Ordinarily, a request for a capital expenditure can be proposed by anyone
1606
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in any department. Even the accounting department may initiate a proposal,
based on cost control information. However, the bulk of the requests will be
originated by the production, methods, time study, or plant engineering departments, all of which are divisions of the plant manager's staff. These departments are continually reviewing production methods, material handling,
and building maintenance for improvement and naturally are generally first
aware of the need for replacements or for additions of new equipment, tuildings, etc.
As the personnel involved become aware of a problem of replacement or
addition, they will make a preliminary study of the facts to determine whether
or not the indicated need contains enough merit for further investigation. If
it is decided in the affirmative, a full scale economy study, or study of alternatives, is properly inaugurated. Although the works manager customarily depends upon his own staff for assistance to make the study, he also draws on
the accounting department as a principal source of information. The degree
to which the accounting department will participate in the study will depend
entirely upon the nature of the proposal.

The Case of The Sales Fleet
To cite an instance in which the accounting department may play a major
role in an economy study, let us assume that a given firm has a fleet of sixty
company -owned cars on the road. The vice - president in charge of sales has
been subject to a good deal of discussion through his trade association connections and personal contacts as to whether a company should lease its fleets, pay
salesmen on a mileage basis, or own its own fleet. It is decided that an extensive study should be made since, on the surface, there appear to be two possible advantages to leasing. These are that capital invested in the fleet could
be released for investment elsewhere in the business and that the ratio of selling expense to sales may be reduced. The request for a study is turned over
to the fleet manager and a member of the accounting staff. Both he and the
chief accountant are charged with the job of making the economy study.
The first step taken is to obtain and review as many different types of leasing agreements as possible to determine which type will fit the needs best. It
becomes readily apparent that nation -wide mechanical service under a leasing
agreement with one given firm will not be available in all sections of the country. As part of the planning job, the fleet manager and the accountant must
decide what standard conditions must be included in all leasing agreements,
A U G U S T , 19 54
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CO ST D A TA F O R
F L E E T EC O N O MY S TUD Y
Base Car: Chevrolet Sedan

Annual Cost Per Car
10, 000
m ile s
C o m p a n y - Oow
s tn: e d F l e e t
Fix ed c
�
a t i o n
Wash
License
Ad m in is tratio n an d o p eratin g
Ba t t er y (2 - y r . life)
An t i- fre eze
Insurance
Mino r re p a i r s

$

To t a l f i x e d c o s t p e r c a r

46 2 .5 0
18 .0 0
17. 00
25 .0 0
11. 00
3. 0 0
120.00
Z5.00

15, 000
m ile s

$

46 2 .5 0
18. 00
17. 00
25 .0 0
11. 00
3.00
120 .00
25 .0 0

20 , 00 0
m ile s

$

46 2 .5 0
18. 00
17. 00
25 .0 0
11. 00
3.00
120 .00
25 . 0 0

68 1. 50

68 1 .5 0

68 1 .5 0

20 0. 00
12. 50
20 .0 0
8.00
50 .0 0

30 0. 00
18 .7 5
.3 0 .0 0
12. 00
75 .0 0

40 0 .0 0
25 .0 0
40 .0 0
16. 00
100.00

97 2. 00

$1, 11 8. 25

$1,262.50

Op eratin g ex p en s e .
Ga s . 02 per m ile
Lu b rica t io n 1 . 2 5 / 1 , 0 0 0
Tires $20 /10,000 mi.
Oi l ch an ge / 3, 000 p lu s 1 q t .
Ma j o r r e p a i r s $50 / 10, 000 m i.
To t a l a n n u a l c o s t

$

Average co s t P er m ile

.0972

_'e a s e d F l e e t
e a s i n g f e e s of
87 . 50 p e r m o n t h
c o ve r s all above ex pe ns e ex ce pt :
Gas
.0 2 p e r m ile
Wash

.0746

.0631

Co mp an

To t a l a n n u a l c o s t p e r c a r
Average

$1,050.00
20 0. 00
18 .0 0

$1,050.00
30 0. 00
18. 00

$1,050.00
40 0 .0 0
18.00

$1,268.00

$1,368.00

$1,468.00

co st p er m ile

.127

.0 9 1 2

.0734

Salesman -own ed Fleet
To t a l a n n u a l c o s t p e r c a r

$

C o s t P e r Mi le

800 .00

$1,200.00

$1,600.00

.08

.08

.08

EXHIBIT 1

such as battery replacement, anti - freeze, etc. Having done this, they may obtain
quotations from several auto leasing agencies within an era which will give
them comparable costs. From the accounting records maintained by the company, much important data may be obtained on operating cost (both fixed and
variable), average annual mileage traveled, territory covered by cars, and which
cars could or could not be serviced by leasing companies.
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Having accumulated this data, it is then possible to make a cost comparison.
Exhibit 1 gives a comparison of the total annual cost and cost per mile to a
company to operate for average annual mileage of ten, fifteen and twenty thousand miles under indicated alternatives. There are a number of comments which
should be made in regard to this chart. The figures are, to all intents and purposes, hypothetical. The mileage classification includes the minimum, maximum, and mean average mileage driven. Company -owned fleet operating ex,
pense was divided between the fixed portion which did not vary with mileage
and the variable portion. For ease of explanation, the variable portion is regarded as varying directly with mileage. Under the leased fleet agreement alternative, it should be noted that, $87.50 monthly fee cited includes all the expenses as under company ownership, except gas and washes. To complete the
summary, salesmen- reimbursed fleet data has been added. The prime purpose
of the exhibit is to show the relationship of cost per mile for each type of
ownership.
Upon examination of the data, the following conclusions may be drawn:
I. If the average annual mileage per car is
around 10,000 miles, the least cost to
the company is to use the salosman reimbursement plan.
2. If the average annual mileage per car

is 15,000 miles, company -owned fleet is
the least costly.
3. If the average mileage per car is 20,000
miles, company -owned fleet is still the
least costly.

Since the average mileage for this company was found to be about 15,000, the
recommendation is made that the company retain ownership of its salesmen's
fleet of cars. At this point, the cost comparison shows only the straight -line
type of depreciation, with no consideration being given to trade -in value and
the resulting capital gains and losses. Let us assume that the company has been
using a pool system of computing annual depreciation. Exhibit 2 shows the
build -up of the total annual depreciation charge, annual charge per car, and
annual charge per mile at the various mileages.
This method of computing the depreciation, which does not vary our conclusions, may be of general interest. It should be noted that the depreciation
period is five years, with 121/ 2 per cent being charged the first and last years,
and 25 per cent being charged the three intermediate years. We have assumed,
for ease of illustration, that the average cost per car is $1,850 and the trade -in
value is $750 and that one -third of the fleet will be traded in each year. It is
apparent that the annual cash outlay and depreciation charge will very nearly
approximate each other after eight years of operation. After the first three
years, the annual capital outlay will be decreased by the trade -in value received
on the replaced cars. The annual depreciation charge will eventually be lower
than one computed using the conventional method of straight -line depreciation.
AUGUST, 1954
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P O O L D E P R E C I AT I O N
60 - C a r Fl e e t

Year

Lees

TnUenIn

let

37.000

2n0
31N

AB S i T V
U T IO N
I p ve . —
Y
B epr oc l s t eE
P e i Bo o k s

B e e e i v,
hi Spoke

37,000

0,625

37.000

T4, 000

IB. 500

37.000

!11, 000

-1.625

4th

22.000

Stn
6t h

37.000

96, 000

72,125

22,000

37,000

81. 000

66, 500

x2,000

37.000

66, 000

57,1x5

Ten

22 ,- )

22.000

66.000

-4,000

8th

22 , 0 0 0

22,000

66,000

44 , 0 0 0

Annwl

O-prc c 1-[l 0n

C. I.

Nwee,

or C are

An nw l

Lepr ec f e tton psi

i0 F l eet

ai

CHART

r
]kt

4, 6x5
2!.

2nd

31 1

9, 250
4,625

9.250

9.250

9, 250
4,625

9. 250

e/•

•� /e

0 0

5th

.1625
9.250

9. 250

9. 250

2,750

5.500
2,750

6th

4,625
9, 250
5. 500
57500

2,750
Ne

7[ h

BtB

4.625
• ,
5.500

2. 750

51500

5.500

5.500

5.500

2.750

5. 500

»,
2,75
-, 62 5

13 . 87 5

23.125

30, 5W

31 , 37 5

27 , 6 2 5

23 . 07 5

22 , 0 0 0

20

40

60

60

60

60

60

60

z31,25

346.88

385.42

508.33

522.92

460.- 2

397.92

366.67

. 0523

.W o

,0398

, 0367

.0349

. 0307

,0265

,0x44

-0261

.0230

. 0199

,0184

C p 4L t ti N i l e 10, 000 Ni le, per Year per Aeove
s[ r - ! - ot Ll-

,0271

. 0 347

. 0385

. 0508

15, 000 Nllee per Year per A4ove
str ef Rht L1ne

,0154

. 0231

. 0257

.0338

20, 000 Nllee per Year per phove
5trs 16ht Llhe

, 0116

, 017-

,0193

. 0254

,W 63
.0308
,0231

DATA - Aver age fpe ' e V r C er . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . $1850
Aver age Tr eg_I n velua lr t o ^ ee eve r y t r ue y e ef e
!750

EXHIBIT 2

Under the pool method, there is no need of estimating salvage value in order
to compute annual depreciation charge. Recognition of capital gains and losses
from tax angle is omitted from the chart which is used only to illustrate depreciation method in principle.
A summary report is now written by the fleet manager and chief accountant
recommending that, in this case, the company retain ownership in the fleet and
that the proposal for leasing be abandoned. This is just one example of how
an economy study is made. Naturally, the basis upon which a study is made will
vary with the type of asset involved, but the basic principles of economy studies
will not vary. They are two in number:
I. That all alternatives be investigated and
given due consideration.
l . That the summary presented to top man-

agement contain all the pertinent data
needed to reach a decision without further investigation.

Working Up to the Capital Budget
If it is apparent that a given proposal can produce profitable results, a request for appropriation is prepared. An example of this request is shown in
Exhibit 3. Space on this exhibit is provided for:
I. Identification number.
2. Issue and approval dates.
3. Brief description of w hat is requested.
4. Department and division requestng appropriation.
5. Estimated cost broken down int o:
a. Labor
1610

6. Material
c. Overhead
d. Contingencies
e. Contracts
6. Plant engineering data�—�estimate of beginning and completion dates.
7. Required approvals.
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AP PR OP RI AT I O N RE QU E ST

I s s u e D at e

Fi na l App ro va l D at e

De scrip tion of E xp e n dit ur e :

COST E ST I M AT E
Labor
Material
Overhead
Cont ingencies
Contracts

Ju st if i ca ti on :

T o t al Co s t

$

$

( A t t a c h A d d i t i o n a l P a g e s if N e e de d)

Reque ste d by

D i v i si o n

epartment

PLAN T E N GI N E E RI N G
E s t . B e g.
D at e
E s t . C o m p . D at e
Proce ss Affe cte d
E quip me nt Affe cte d
Bu i l d i n g A f f e c t e d

D e pt

AP P R O V A L S
Product i on M gr.
Wo rk s Mgr.
Treasurer
Presi dent
Board of D i re ct ors

EXHIBIT 3

To help evaluate the various appropriation requests, management will adopt
a set of inquiries to apply to each request. It is necessary to know whether the
prospective pay -off period is a reasonable period of time. Also to be considered are the return to be made on the investment, the importance of the project,
whether or not capital is available, and the effect which the project will have on
the operation and coordination of the other departments.
The management review actually resolves itself into three important aspects,
analysis of the appropriation request in terms of the individual project, in terms
of its relationship to the company's overall operation and, finally, in terms of
the company's financial resources. The requests which receive approval are dispatched to the accounting department and become the basic data for the computation and summarization of a tenative capital budget.
There are two methods of preparing the capital budget. In one case, the total
dollar amount of the 'budget is determined and the funds are allocated to the
various divisions and departments. The more popular method is to have all
appropriation requests analyzed and reviewed by top management for inclusion
or exclusion in the budget. In order to insure good planning and to obtain an
over -all control of capital expenditures, companies should prepare capital
AU GU ST , 19 54
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budgets and not rely entirely upon review and analysis. The adoption of the
budget by top management provides the answer to three important questions:
I. How much will the company need in
total capital funds for the next fiscal
year?

2. When will these funds be spent during
the year?
3. For what will the funds be spent?

Financial Appraisal of the Capital Budget
The preparation and submission of the capital budget rests squarely on the
shoulders of the chief financial officer. From the tentative budget as made up
from the approved appropriation requests, the approximate total dollars required
may be obtained. Armed with the knowledge of how much money will be
needed, the chief financial officer is in a position to make a financial appraisal
to determine how much of the capital budget may be financed out of the company's own funds and how much short -term financing or installment sales can
be accomplished. The answer to both these questions may be obtained by making a cash forecast. The key elements to such a forecast are anticipated future
profits, required minimum working capital for successful operation of the plant,
the amount of capital which may be secured by long -term borrowing without
disastrously obligating the company, and whether or not it may become necessary to have funds made available through the sale of capital stock.
The results of the company's financial appraisal will exert a major influence
on the size of the capital budget. Certain capital expenditures, such as sewage
installation, safety devices, replacement of existing equipment needed to maintain production, etc., must be made, apart from profitability, and thus form the
basic or core budget. The remaining appropriation requests can then be fitted
into the remainder of the budget for submission to the board of directors for
approval. The board will also be informed of the possible methods of financing,
as determined when the financial appraisal was made. After the budget is
reviewed and approved by the board, the final step to be taken is the placing
of contracts and purchase orders for the requests listed in the approved budget.
The planning has been concluded and it is now a matter of correct recording
of expenditures and audit.
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For Cost Accountants and Engineers Only
by PAUL C. TAYLOR
Professor of Accounting, Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Members of the tame management team and members of different
professions, accountants and engineers are too often (perhaps more
often than is the case) reputed not to "get along." This paper reviews some of the more frequent points at which the two "rub each
other the wrong ways' and suggests there is much to be gained by
accommodation where principle is not at stake and understanding
where it is.

or more I have dealt with engineers in the fields of
F research, production, production
planning, factory planning and many others.
OR TWENTY -FiVE YEARS

Working with people in the fields mentioned also resulted in close contact with
supervisors in the operating or production departments who, though they may
be classified as superintendents, general foreman, foremen, etc., are basically
engineers or closely related to industrial engineers. This association with engineers has certainly been pleasant on the broad picture but there were times,
many times, when trying situations developed. The fact is that, generally, cost
accountants and engineers do not think alike nor do they talk alike. This is
unfortunate, as both have a job to do. Both playing on the same team, each can
help the other. Working together and understanding each other, they can
attain their common objectives more quickly and easily and can better serve
their employers.
Two Professions Which Have Risen to the Top
The major functions of business are often so inextricably interwoven that
they pose real problems to management from this very fact. For example, accountants often give expression to some such thought as the following truism,
"No business, no matter what its nautre or scope, can attain its best profit position without the aid of a sufficient amount of accounting service." This implies
a close interrelationship of accounting with other business functions. Still
another common statement with a similar implication goes something like this,
"Any business, whether it is a profit or nonprofit type is interested in costs."
Even further, accountants often point to the functions within a business, such
as financing, selling, engineering, production, industrial and public relations
(along with others) and say that the personnel working with these functions
cannot get far without a sufficient knowledge of accounting and costs.
A U G U S T , 1954
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Watching the accountant who makes these assertions may reveal a gleam of
pride and he may literally exude a sense of confident importance, because, perhaps after a long struggle, he is now recognized as a member of the management family. However, accountants should not entertain the idea that they are
the only ones who have had a struggle to become recognized as a part of the
management family. Aspiring to this recognition has had a fair -sized place in
the literature of engineering and in the utterances of engineers, in much the
same way as with accounting. Thus, with both engineers and accountants as
somewhat (if unnecessarily) self- conscious members of the management family,
it becomes not only desirable but also essential to bring about collaboration.
just how to accomplish collaboration is, of course, the 'big problem. Suppose
we look for something in this direction by getting down to the examination
of some "grass root" examples. Citation of some things we accountants wish
the engineers would not do and vice versa, some things the engineers wish we
accountants would not do, may help to point to some needed action or perhaps
even strike at a few matters which may very well be violations of sound principles
on the part of one group or the other.
The Engineer and Routine Approvals
For the first illustration, suppose we move out into the industrial plant with
the foreman, whom we choose to think of as basically an engineer. Some companies require a foreman to place his approval on such records as original
time tickets or original materials and supplies requisitions. He may not be required to sign all of them, such as the switching of direct laborers to jobs of an
indirect labor nature or the opposite. Perhaps a piece rate system is in effect
and his approval is wanted on all time tickets covering jobs not yet rated.
Whatever the reason may be, the accountant soon learns that to the engineer,
this is a rather distasteful job and, sooner or later, he will allow it to degenerate
into merely initialing the tickets, without really examining them to make sure
he wants to accept the responsibility for what those tickets portend. Later, if he
is called on for explanations of the excessiveness of certain costs, he finds himself in a defenseless position because he just plainly does not know the answers.
It is something of an anomaly that engineers, in conducting their experiments
in laboratories, meticulously record great numbers of readings from various
instruments yet have a tendency to slight the job when it comes to such items as
time tickets, store requisitions and other types of clerical work. The explanation is
often found in a lack of interest in records pertaining to accounting or in the
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fact that the engineer has never had an opportunity, or has just never taken time,
to understand the full importance of such records.
From a few simple experiences of this type, it is not too difficult to reach
the conclusion that records should be maintained at an absolute minimum in
the plant proper. Perhaps we have all had the experience of seeing, in some
plants, numerous kinds of tickets and clerical forms lying in, on and about
every truck load or pan of materials on the floor. Materials requisitions, running
inventory control records, even time tickets and the like, should be handled in
an office by office- trained personnel. A manufacturing planning department is
the ideal place for this work. It is true that most of the personnel in this department, basically, are engineers but they have different training, different
objectives and a different slant than those on the operating floor.
The Engineer and Projecf Aufhorizafions
For the second illustration of something we wish engineers would not do,
suppose we look in on the development engineer in his laboratory. He has designed a small piece of laboratory equipment which he expects to use in working out one of his important development projects. As is required by his company, he now obtains a cost estimate from the estimating department for
producing this piece of equipment in the shops of the plant. He cannot request the issuance of a shop order to get this job done until he has the estimate.
To his dismay, when the estimate arrives, it is in an amount of $500. He
knows that by company regulations concerning delegation of authority his approval limit is $100. He will have to go to his boss or, in some cases, through
several bosses successively up that typical line of the military line type of organizational structure. In the engineer's mind, this takes unnecessary time, holds
up the work, and, besides, those bosses may have ideas for changes which will
completely upset his plans. So he stoops to taking matters into his own hands
and gets an order issued over his approval for $100. Later, as the charges to
the order accumulate, he gets a second $100 order issued and still later a third
and so on, until he has completely defeated the company's purpose in delegating
authority.
Particularly in a large company, some such form of accounting and internal
control is a must or matters become chaotic. However, it might be pointed out
that, if costs are to be controlled tightly as in the case above, care should be
taken to establish limits of authority which are reasonable. An engineer with
a limit of $100 on his authority to sign orders is very likely to feel frustrated.
Suppose some piece of equipment he needs has an estimated cost for labor alone
AU G US T , 1 95 4
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of $20. To this the estimators apply a 250 17c rate to cover overhead or $50.
So there goes a total of $70 under his limit of authority leaving only $30 to
cover material costs. It has been a long and well - established principle of management that authority granted should be commensurate with the job to be
done. It has been an equally well - established principle that, once reasonable
limits of authority are established, it is up to everyone involved to abide by
these limits and not bring on chaos by being so bull - headed as to try to take
matters into his own hands.
The Engineer and the Budget Request
For the third illustration of something we wish engineers would not do, suppose we again call on the development engineer. He has been asked to produce
his development expense budget request for the coming year. He has let this
request slide and it has been pending for some time. He has been furnished,
quite some time ago, with figures and reports of his current years operations,
project by project, to provide some degree of guidance in his decisions concerning next year's requirements. Now as you approach him concerning the
status of his budget request, he looks at you and says, "Listen, you know just
as much as I do about what I'm going to do next year! Why don't you go
ahead and fix up a budget for me ?" This, of course, you refuse and, after considerable "pulling of teeth," his budget request is finally obtained and included
in the summary of similar ones. When the budget officers review this summary,
they decide that, from their many sources of data, the whole request is too high,
so they order an overall slash and pass the individual budgets back for trimming. This is particularly disturbing to our development engineer for, while
he has held off till the last minute, he did do an honest job of asking for just
about what he needed and here he is faced with making a cut. He looks a little
enviously at another development engineer across the way who thought he was
so clever that in his budget request, he has asked for twice as much as he had
needed, anticipating the cut. However, in the final budget conference, the first
engineer was able to justify his request and it was allowed to stand. The second
engineer could not do this, so his budget was reduced even more than the
padding he had stuffed into it and it is now his turn to be a little bewildered,
especially since he was forced by management to give up work on one or two
of his pet projects.
Again, there seem to be some principles involved in this illustration. Should
a budget be requested by the organization being budgeted and then tailored to
fit the overall management scheme of things or should management prepare
1616
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the budget and more or less impose it upon the various segments of the organization? The answer seems to lie in the purpose for which the budget is intended. If it is to be used for product pricing, profit planning and other top -level
management decisions, then the necessity of a breakdown by departments is
materially reduced. If it is to be used for period by period control of the actions of the organizations involved, then, despite practical difficulties such as
those previously mentioned, it just seems to be common sense to let the fellow
who is being controlled by the budget have some say in preparing it.
The Accountant and the Labor Rate Variance
Although there is an almost endless string of illustrations like these which
bring out the need to understand sound principles in applying control devices,
suppose we now step over to the side of the accountant and look briefly at a
few of the things he does which the engineer wishes he would not do.
Here we are in a factory which operates a standard cost system. The cost
accountant has completed his summarization of the several variances for the
period and has forwarded them more or less automatically to management. The
latter, not understanding standards as well as it might, sees among the variances
an unfavorable one listed as a labor rate variance. Unable to recall the authorization of any rate changes, up or down, it is decided to question this
variance. The details of the analysis of this variance show that the trouble
lies with one foreman, so he is called in for explanation.
It seems that, through no fault of his and to get the job done, he has shifted
several employees rated at $2. per hour to jobs, the standards for which called
for men rated at $1.50 per hour. Although his explanations are accepted as
satisfactory, he is very likely to leave the office with a none - too -good feeling
toward the accountant who "snitched" on him. In this situation there is a
good deal of ground for saying that the accountant did not do all he should
have done for proper handling of the situation.
In the first place, did the foreman know that he was being reported and what
for, so that he had a reasonable chance to be prepared to justify his actions
without the need for it being sprung upon him unexpectedly? In the second
place, was the matter reported of enough significance to merit all of the attention received? As a matter of fact, the amount of money involved in the case
just cited was about $25. Certainly, this is an inunaterial amount and it might
be embarrassing to see what it cost to find the explanation of this small item.
So, if there is anything in the way of a principle to be drawn here, it might
be first something along the old familiar line of brevity and conciseness in reAUGUST, 1954"
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Ports to management. As a sort of corollary, it might be added that the accountant should do everything within his power to see to it that what he does
report to management is only information which will enable management to
make significant moves. Outside of this, he is probably better off not to report at all.
For another illustration of things we accountants do which engineers wish we
would not, I will ask your indulgence while I run through a brief personal
experience. Early in my contact with engineers, it was my lot to serve for some
time as an accounting classification clerk. This consisted of trying to keep on
top of an almost constant stream of high stacks of definite shop orders which
flowed over the desk. After reading the order, the trick was to write a coded
accounting classification in the space provided on its face and initial it. One
segment of the code classified the order to the proper general ledger account,
another consigned it to proper sub - classifications in a plant ledger or an expense
ledger, the third segment indicated the number of the organization which requested that the work be done, and the last segment was the number of the
organization which was going to perform the work. These latter two identifications were chiefly for the purpose of getting out both direct and functional
budget reports.
It was a rather tedious and boring job just sitting there pushing a pencil most
of the day. I had not been at it long before I learned one of the best practical
lessons I ever had. It was the habit of the top accounting executive to pass
down the aisle near my desk each morning on the way to his office. From the
expression on his face, you would never gather that other accounting personnel
were within five hundred miles of him but, in fairness, it should be said that
there were several hundred of us in the same office.
However, one morning he astounded me by stopping at the desk with this
curt question, "How did you classify the order for placing the partition around
the rubber covered wire department in Building 53 ?" All I could do was sit
there and gawk at him in complete assinity. I had not the slightest idea about
what he was talking. From that day on, I made an effort to spend a little time
each day getting familiar with what was happening in the plant. It was a real
pleasure to pick up a shop order to be classified and find that you already
knew something about it. Even a drab accounting clerk's job can be made
more interesting.
In a way, this is precisely what is behind the shaft which engineers sometimes throw our way when they say that accountants do not know what they are
doing. Probably, what the engineers really mean is that we do not know enough
1618
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about what they are doing. Of course, we cannot go overboard and try to
make technical engineers of ourselves, but anyone who has worked with costs
in an industrial plant, particularly standard costs, will appreciate how valuable
it is to obtain, usually through mere association, a sufficient knowledge of engineering matters. So perhaps in many respects, the engineers' accusation is
justified.
The Accountant and "The Double -Edged Knife"
Perhaps it may be felt by this time that I have implied too strongly that there
is sometimes resentment on the part of the engineer when his activities are
subjected to some kind of control. Then consider the case of the engineer who
came forth with this remark, "Control, I suppose, is a thing we will have to
put up with because management wants it, but what I do not understand is why
you accountants insist on throwing this double -edged control into us. You control us one way and then you turn around and catch us in another way. Isn't
once enough ?"
What he had reference to was the establishment of budgets and budget control reports coupled with the use of standard costs and their resulting control
reports. Of course his ideas are a little off, as anyone knows who has had some
slight acquaintance with budgets and standards. However, it seems that a
pertinent question to raise is what should be done to eliminate this and similar
kinds of misunderstanding on the part of those outside of the accounting department? Steps in this direction in any given company probably will never
materialize until management sees fit to clear the way so something can be done.
Letting the members of various departments get together over any extended
period of time during working hours meets with practical objections. Time is
short and the work must proceed.
Yet some companies have found a great deal of value in bringing together
various numbers of their personnel and giving the right hand a chance to
know what the left is doing. just recently an interesting pamphlet was received
from a company in which the whole (and somewhat complicated) shop order
system had been broken up into a series of eighteen lessons or lectures. Then
about all individuals who had contact with the system in the plant were brought
into conferences where they not only listened to explanations of the operation
of the system but joined in discussions, asked questions and really studied the
whole setup. All of this was done at the insistence of the chief accountant.
It would seem that such procedures have a good opportunity to accomplish
at least three important things, namely, better understanding of job procedures
A U G U S T , 19 54
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and job objectives on the part of specialized groups like engineers and accountants, a better overall job done at a lower cost and a higher state of morale,
and finally a step in the direction of overcoming at least some of our difficulties
involving what might be termed "a too high degree of specialization."
Only a few years ago, one of the larger companies invested several millions
of dollars in an educational building. This company does not hesitate to call
in large groups of employees in both mixed and specialized groups from any
place in its world -wide operations to sit through and benefit by carefully planned
courses in just about every phase of the business activity. This does much
toward bringing about collaboration, not only among accountants and engineers
but also among all groups —and no talk at all is heard about a "double- edged"
control of engineers.
The Accountant and His "Language"
As a final illustration of what engineers wish we accountants would not do,
suppose we return to the development engineer and look for a moment over
his shoulder as he sits at his desk, on one of those rare occasions. He is scanning
a report issued by the accountant department showing how his department
stands on its budget. The whole report consists of some four large printed
pages with many horizontal lines and vertical columns with totals and subtotals and showing comparisons of expense with budget for this quarter, last
quarter and year -to -date. One set of columns carries the comparison at activity
while another features a budget realization percentage for each line. Less than
one -third of the lines on the report contain figures for this engineer's department. The engineer scans this report, scratches his head, frowns and lets the
whole assembly drop into the circular file by his desk. That is a very appropriate place for that kind of a report.
Now what is wrong here? Whoever was responsible for the accounting
thinking in this organization had made the vital mistake of preparing an
accounting report for accountants and then expecting an engineer to be able
to read it and use it to control his part of the business. No one had taken
the time or trouble to crawl over on the engineer's side, find out what his
problems are, where he needs accounting help, learn how he talks, and then
sit down and design a report from which he can get what he wants with a
minimum of time and effort. We accountants do have our own language. So do
the engineers, but it has always seemed best for the service organization, like
accounting, to be the one which should make the move to get over on the other
fellow's side and give him what he needs. Fortunately, this kind of an idea
1620
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will

is gaining ground and some of the most prominent controllers of important
companies are advocating that we do our best to design reports in a manner
be understood by the reader.
which will furnish information that
Standard Costs Offer Common Ground
The most fertile field on which accountants can meet is in the field of standard costs. Just one statement might be apropos. To obtain the best results in
this work, the cost accountant needs to be about fifty per cent engineer. He
does not need to be highly trained technically but he does need a fairly high
degree of what is basically engineering knowledge and information.
Much Value Lies in Working Together
To sum up, it seems to go without saying that the engineer and accountant
need a high degree of cooperation and an understanding of each other's work.
This will lead to the building of better organizational structures and solution
of the accompanying problems, such as delegation of authority, proper flow of
communications, and high state of employee morale. It will lead to much
valued material help in such fields as profit planning, quality control, budgeting
and the use of standard costs.

A U G U S T , 19 54
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THE

WORKSHOP

Costing and Managing the Tabulating Installation
by JOSEPH J. GALLAGHER
Chief Accountant, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois

Tabulating installations have more, rather than less significance,
as the frontier of machine accounting moves further into the realm
of the automatic. In this aricle, there are clearly depicted the means
by which scheduling of tabulating machines may be facilitated and
the cost of reports produced may be known as an aid to best use
of the equipment.

that a
operation is so often
accepted as an overhead expense difficult to distribute and equally bothersome to control. How many times do
we hear, in discussion with our contemporaries, "I just wish I knew how
much it cost to do that job in a Tabulating Department!" Contrary to the
general opinion, I cannot conceive of
any logical reason why a tabulating
operation cannot be accepted as a
direct, recurring and controllable
charge, readily suitable to cost distribution in the total cost of general administration. I believe, and will
attempt to prove, that the cost of tabulating should rightly, and can conveniently, be allocated to benefiting
centers of cost, whether they be another segment of administration or
principal function in the operating
framework.

I tabulating

T IS ALM OST IN CON CE IV ABLE
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What, you might first say, are the
advantages of creating this extra distribution in the complete picture of
the cost allocations? Let it suffice
here, for the moment, to say that, at
the very least, these few paragraphs
will attempt to prove that the advantage will be better administration
with less confusion, resulting from
production -line methods in the operation itself. And then, as a result
of this, it will be seen that management and labor efficiencies within the
operation can be refined and specified
and made available for improvement.
It is generally known that tabulating applications to the intricate field
of accounting have become extremely
popular during the past twenty years.
Especially is this true during the most
recent ten years.
Too many times have we heard the
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1

story that work performed by the
machines is not equal in its value to
the cost of its production. In contrast
to this, the general opinion of those
who have interested themselves with
the cost of tabulating operations is
that a properly organized unit can give
service at less cost than any other
method of statistical recording, distributing, and reporting. Because of
these opposing viewpoints, there must
come a day of reckoning. Either the
value of the produced application is
equivalent or greater than its cost or
else the application will be retired for
manual or other preparation.
Costing as a Key to Evaluation
of the Jobs Done

The cost of machining and reporting data in the statistical and accounting field does require that a degree of
A U G U S T , 19 5 4

value be appended to each application
performed. During the last twenty
years, the advanced speed and technical ability of the machines and the
wide scope in which they have been
applied, has far exceeded the considerations which accountants are likely
to admit. It was, in fact, not too long
ago that individuals in certain areas
of accounting contended against the
possibility that punched card accounting was feasible within their realm of
activity. Today it is an accepted fact
that this method of recording and
producing statistical information has
positive application in practically all
fields.
However, up to this time, the expense of tabulating operations has
been generally considered a nondistributable cost in the general administrative overhead picture. It is my
16 23

purpose to urge that we graduate from
this attitude and distribute the cost of
the operation. If we do so, there will
be many benefits obtainable, such as
pin - pointing the dollar cost of idle
tabulating machine time and creating
a monthly burden factor and charting
its course. We will then learn the new
business of associating a dollar value
of cost to an accounting production or
to an accounting report produced.
This data might serve to rernind us
periodically to consider substituting a
new application of real importance
(whenever it makes its appearance)
for costly applications which might be
discarded. Or, perhaps, with machine
and labor efficiencies precisely defined,
we can more readily conclude that additional or less labor is needed in the
tabulating department or that additional or fewer machines are required.

tions and the procedures have been
edited complete with the authority for
issue, forms and card stock required,
detail of operations, flow chart example, and reports required, we will
be in a position to think of actually
and conveniently job costing the operation.
The incidental value of procedures
designed and described above are endless. Among many things, they serve
to indoctrinate the new employees
and they have the added value of
strengthening liaison between executive offices and tabulating supervision.
I certainly endorse the idea that such
procedures should be designed and
edited by methods and procedures personnel who are not tied down with
operating or supervisory responsibilities. Certainly, however, the supervision of the tabulating operation, itself,
must be consulted as and when the
Costing Dove -Tails With Scheduling
procedures are being designed, and
There must be first an orderly reconsiderable discretion and weight
cording of procedure for each major
must be given to such operating reand submajor tabulating application.
quirements as supervision might reEach of these individual procedures
quest.
must be coded. For example, the
Having identified all applications
weekly payroll may be a major appliwith a number and having completed
cation and coded Recurring job No.
all procedures in catalog fashion, the
1 0 . In due course, each by- product of
next important step is to publicize the
payroll should be assigned a sub -code.
As for example, the running of group operation within the unit itself. At
insurance deductions might be coded some conspicuous place within the operating area, there should be erected a
10 -1. Or the weekly running of labor
distribution might be coded 10 -2, etc. blackboard sufficient in size to accomAfter this coding has been completed modate the tabulating production
for all major and by- product applica- schedule for at least one week as
1624
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EXHIBIT 2

illustrated by Exhibit 1. This schedule
includes the job number from the
procedure catalog, an abbreviation of
the job description, the due date, the
actual completion date and, lastly, the
initials of the operator who was assigned and who finished the work.
At convenient and accessible areas,
permanent charts of the total coding
scheme, depicted in Exhibit 2 should
then be placed, so that machine and
key -punch operators will have ready
access to the job cost numbers with
which they are to become more familiar as the program gains popularity.
These charts may be hung from the
ceiling or fixed to the wall. Here
again, blackboards might be used, so
as to accommodate the changes which
will occur.
Developing Machine and Operator
Time on Jobs

To complete the working tools for
the operators, each machine in the
area must be numbered and equipped
with a supply of pre - punched tab
A U G U S T , 1954

cards. The prepunching includes the
machine number and the hourly rate
of rental, which is developed through
normal processing by the cost department. (This rate should be reviewed
at least every six months.) The arrangement indicated is conveniently
attained by constructing a small box
31/2" x 71/ 2" and appending it to
each machine with wire tape.
As the machines are used, the beginning and ending time and job
number are noted or mark- sensed, as
the case might be, to the face of the
pre - punched card. The card is then
redeposited to the box but to the rear
of the deck. This scheme of time recording will require the least amount
of effort on the part of the operators
and will provide the supervisor with a
positive recapitulation of actual machine hours used. At the end of each
day and again depending upon the
volume, the noted cards are keypunched and, in a very short period
of time, the facts are readily available for accurate time allocation.
1625

To complete the process, a second
deck of pre - punched cards is prepared
to include each operator's payroll number and salary rate per hour. Each
operator then is required to note also
to his card the time consumed and the
job numbers he worked on during
the day. One card should accommodate the work of any one operator
for a complete day. At the end of
each day, before each operator leaves,
he drops this card, on the supervisor's
desk. From this information, the
supervisor is in a position to calculate the productive man hours and the
idle time factor which is so important.
Certainly, absence of all kinds are calculated within the idle time factor so
as to obtain the real cost.
As a general rule, the hourly labor
charge and the hourly machine charge
will provide greater than 90 per cent
of the total cost of operations. We
will not neglect the paper and card
stock charge. We will, however, not
burden the operation with a detailed
control of it. Through a very informal method of memorandum notation
in the tab stockroom, we might easily
account for the issue of forms and
cards. The supervisor alone can then
attend the pricing and distribution of
this cost element by means of a simple
weekly work sheet, from which a
minor amount of key punching will
be required, again by job number
and amount.
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A Departmental Report
In Minimum Time

In an instant, we are suddenly aware
that, with practically no effort at all
and with the interested cooperation of
the operators themselves, we have at
our disposal a substantial amount of
information from which we can better
appraise and precisely manage an operation which, in many cases, has
caused grief and excessive costs because of mismanagement or lack of
any management. The statistical data
which is obtained from these cards
need not be distributed in fact on the
accounting books (although it might
be wise to do so), since it is an administrative expense which will usually
be allocated to some other administrative expense.
It is important, however, that the
recorded data be accumulated day -byday and week -by -week, so that, at the
end of a monthly or four -week period,
depending upon the frequency required, a management information report is available from the tabulating
supervisor. Without any difficulty and
in a matter of a few minutes, I can
visualize the two -part monthly report
(Exhibit 3) of tabulating operations
being run on the machines themselves
in approximately ten to fifteen minutes.
How the Supervisor Keeps Control

In discharging the tabulating supervisor's varied and numerous responsibilities, it is perhaps most important
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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M o . R a t e d W -2's
C lo ck C a r d s
H rly . Rated W -2

50
51
52
53

.80
47.50
9.85
59 . 6 0

12 .7 5
17 . 9 5
35 . 5 0
18 .9 0
30 . 8 0

15 .8 0
12 . 8 0
45.10
22 . 3 0
69 . 5 0

33 . 5 5
31 . 5 5
12 8 .1 0
51.05
15 9. 90

446.88

4,462.73

3,659.10

8,568.71

Job
D e s c r i p t io n

To t a ls

To t a l

EXHIBIT 3

for him to know and see at a glance
his status within the schedule of reporting requirements. This the supervisor attempts by constant reference
to the blackboard production schedule, already shown in Exhibit 1, which
is based upon his library of procedure
catalogs. Of side -line importance, he
must be interested in the machine
time required and the speed for each
individual application. Knowing from
A U G U S T , 19 54

outside sources and from experience,
the sundry machine speeds, the supervisor proceeds to equip himself, somewhere again within the general work
room area or preferably within the
confines of his own office area, with
the recapitulation blackboard of machine time required by each major
and by- product operation (Exhibit 4).
This schedule indicates, by a letter
and color of a letter, the frequency
16 27

S r . W P . T IT T T . F . ( 1 F

Key: K - Key Pu n ch
V - Verifier
S - Sorter
Job.

No

1
1 -1
1-2
2
2-1
2 -2
2-3
2-4
2 -5

A - Acco u ntin g Mac h .
C - C alc u la to r
R - Rep rodu cer

K
AA (S).
(C)A . . . . .
(K)(V)(A). .

51
52
53

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Wednesday

Tu e s d a y

Mo nd ay

.
.
.
.

M A r H T N F . RF .( )TT TRF . MF . NTR

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

. . . . . . .
. . . . . .

(C)(A).

.

. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. .

A

IBC .

. . . .
. .
. . .

. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . .
. .. A I ¢ .
. . . . . .
. .
. .
A %
. .
. . . . . .

L - In terp reter
L - C o llato r
B - Burster

. . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . .
. . K S (A ).
. .
. . A % .
. . . . . . .
. . . . .

A� ,j B ( S ) .
. ( K ) A I ( B) .

C o l o r of s y m b o l i n d i c a t e s
fre q u e n c y o f re p o r t :
W h it e
W eekly
Blue - Daily
Red
- Mo nt hly
Yello w- An nu al

. . . . . . . .

Frida y

Th u r s d a y

. . . . . .
( K ) A' f t
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . .
. . . .

B

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
. . . . .

.. A
. A

B(B)S

O n e f u l l s y m b o l i s e q u a l to o n e f u l l h o u r .
O n e b i s e c t e d s y m b o l i s e q u a l to o n e h a l f
h o u r . O n e c i r c l e d s y m b o l i s e q u a l to o n e
quarter hour

EXHIBIT 4

of the work or the report and the time earmark and highlight the minute acrequired of each machine. This time tivities of an operation, the conduct
element is not charted for lesser of which should mostly concern itself
working periods than fifteen minutes. with other more important duties. In
Since this schedule accommodates the answer to this, I might ask what can
appropriation of machine time by be more important than managing
specific day of week, it naturally fol- closely an operation of this size. An
lows that the four -week accounting
period (thirteen reports per year of
four weeks each) is best suited for
use in this instance. Under these
circumstances, the marking of this
schedule need not be changed except
for additions, deletions, expansions or
reductions.
Subs tantial Advantages f rom
Little Ef f ort

It might now be said that I have
suggested going to great length to
2628

approximate guess is that the procedure here described will require five
to ten minutes daily of machine and
key punch operator time, five dollars
cost monthly in card and paper stock,
and a conservative estimate of one
hour monthly of the supervisor's time.
In return for this small investment,
we have scheduled an expensive and
important cost element, namely, that
of labor time and we have positively
scheduled that high priority element
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

of cost, namely, machine time. We
might then consider the many other
incidental advantages. In this group,
there might be included the increased
employee curiosity, resulting in ad-

vanced employee- supervisor relationship, cost consciousness and, lastly but
most important, management "know
how" of what goes on in a tabulating installation.

Better Utilization of the Timekeeper's Time
by RICHARD N. MASIMORE
Supervisor of Cost Recording and Payroll, Solar Aircraft Company, Des Moines, Iowa

Is a timekeeper only a timekeeper? Although detail attaches to
his primary duty, he is also charged with a certain vigilance and is
provided with a station and information, both of considerable potential for perspective on operations. As outlined in this experience based article, it is thus possible, if it is done with care, to convert
timekeepers, not only to cost department representatives but company
representatives as well, without alienating them from their basic
function or from the personnel with whom they must maintain
cooperative relationships.

of the timeT keeper is to effect detailed
labor
HE PRIMARY DUTY

distribution for a particular department, area, or process. We have recently analyzed our detail cost pickup
system to determine what might be
done to insure more accurate recording. The findings can be generalized
into three basic categories:
I. Indoctrination, continuing instruction,
and supervision of the basic elements
which comprise timekeeping.
2. Securing the cooperation of all departments and divisions directly or indirectly
concerned with timekeeping.
3. Utilization of the timekeeper in performing any compatible service of which he
is capable without rendering him inefficient in his primary duties.
A U G U S T , 1954

Indoctrination, Instruction and
Supervision of Timekeepers

The timekeeper does not work
under constant supervision. Therefore, he must be fully indoctrinated
and instructed by his supervisor before
he is put on his own. We have found
that a week's training in the shop with
another timekeeper is needed to assimilate timekeeping routines. We
also have found it greatly beneficial
to provide the timekeeper with a
manual or instructional guide which
outlines both the general and specific
natures of his work. Also due to the
fact that the timekeeper's supervision
16 29

is not constant, it is necessary for the
timekeeping supervisor to contact him
daily and discuss problems of both a
functional and administrative nature.
Further, in this connection, we have
developed the practice of calling all
timekeepers together twice each month
for a general discussion session to review problems and suggestions relative to timekeeping. These meetings
have also been used to channel to
the timekeepers, information pertaining to any company activity.
Obtaining Cooperation of Other
Departments

achieves wholehearted cooperation
with production supervision and must
maintain this balance with no resulting impairment to the efficiency of his
specific function.
A close correlation with production
control staff is maintained principally
through supervisory liaison, since the
timekeeping function supplements the
production control function.
Services "Beyond the Call of Duty"

The accomplishment of the timekeeper's prime duty soon becomes automatic, requiring less and less of his
time and little or none of his initiative. There is a possibility that the
employee and his job can stagnate.
Stagnation of either personnel or position is not economical. Therefore, it
is obvious that a more complete utilization of the timekeeper must be
evolved.
To retain job interest, we periodically rotate job assignments which
tends to increase morale and alertness.
Many other possibilities become apparent, but many must be discarded as
too divergent from the prime duty.
Probably the greatest possibility lies
in the enlargement of the specific
function of the timekeeper to include
general cost reporting. The timekeeper
is uniquely situated to report on factors affecting costs in the production
area and on circumstances which
otherwise would appear to the cost accountant only as unexplained vari-

Naturally, it is necessary to secure
the cooperation of other departments
to facilitate the timekeeper's tasks.
This is by no means the sole job of
the timekeeper. The timekeeping supervision must be in close contact
with manufacturing and production
control personnel and with all other
departments the functional cooperation
of which affects the timekeeper.
One of the quickest means of attaining the desired cooperation is to
provide prompt answers to questions
posed by the manufacturing foreman.
It is the responsibility of the timekeeping supervisor to keep manufacturing supervision educated —and information is the best way —as to the
needs of the cost system and of its advantages to them as an operating tool.
It goes without saying that the timekeeper must secure the cooperation
of the production workers while he ances.
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In this connection, the timekeeper's
familiarity with the work -in- process
can be invaluable in reporting machine breakdown, procedures, process
or standards changes, personnel turnover, labor- management attitudes —
anything which might affect cost.
These occurrences cannot fail to come
to his attention, because they will be
disclosed in the time he is recording,
either in the form of waiting time,
reassignment of personnel, or piece
count variance, or merely a change in
the shop atmosphere.
The timekeeper's position permits
an unhampered viewpoint, and his reporting is, therefore, more objective
than that of others. If he can be
trained to keep notes of this information and if these notes are later channeled via a standard report form
through cost accounting to the departments involved, for reference or
remedial action, a great deal can be
accomplished. It will facilitate the
cost department's functioning more
nearly in the literal sense of its name,
that is, it will better be able to account for costs.
The Timekeeper as Company
"Ambassador"

The potentialities of the timekeeper
as the company's "ambassador" on the
floor are rarely fully realized. The advantages of a greater emphasis on
such a function are many. If the timekeeper is trained and capable of providing general services to all employA U G U S T , 19 54

ees, over and beyond the nominal cooperation dictated by his position,
considerable assistance to many other
divisions may be offered, with a resulting profit in better cost figures.
We have found it possible for a
timekeeper to be conversant with most
of the regulations under which his
fellow employees work, such as union
contracts, payroll procedures, plant
rules, safety rules, lunch schedules,
etc. There is a great deal of general
information from these sources which
the timekeeper may disseminate upon
occasion without trespassing upon the
function of industrial realtions. These
sources heighten the integration of the
timekeeper with the direct labor employee, as well as with anyone else to
whom he has been a source of information, and the accuracy of the cost
information he derives from them
is thereby increased.
This situation, if it is to prove
beneficial, emphasizes the fact that the
timekeeper must conduct himself in
such an impartial manner that he is
identified by the direct labor employees as one of them. They must refer
to him as our timekeeper. The importance of this relationship cannot
be over - emphasized, either in reference to the timekeeper's specific function or in regard to the general function of assisting in effective industrial
relations. "Our timekeeper" becomes
a salesman, confidant, purveyor of
facts and is a "good guy."
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Timekeeping as a Training Ground

And— "Ad lnfinifum"

for Other Work

We have found in the field of general miscellaneous services that the
timekeeper's utility is limited only by
the time demands of his basic function. For the cost department, timekeepers can take in- process inventory.
This obviates the necessity of pulling cost personnel away from other
duties for such inventory. It is also
possible for the timekeeper to assume
some of the detail work normally assigned to the cost department proper.
If timekeepers are properly indoctrinated, they are a valuable bank of
personnel on which to draw during
peak load periods in the cost accounting department.
The manufacturing division has discovered that the timekeeper is the best
As a timekeeper, the individual is liaison between the division manager
exposed to nearly all phases of plant and production foremen in the placing
of personnel in a fluid labor force.
operation. If he is observant, the posBy reference to the timekeeper, the disibilities for him to learn by doing
vision manager is more currently aware
are unlimited. However, it must be of the deployment of his labor force.
remembered that, to prepare the time- The timekeeper can perform many
keeper for advancement, he must be other functions for the manufacturing
pre - acclimated to efficient office rou- division. As an example, in one detine. Then his transition is not a partment, production was lagging. At
difficult one but is accomplished with the request of the production foreman,
a minimum of lost time. Timekeep- the timekeeper maintained a daily
ing as a basic education for all plant graph of departmental efficiency as
functions cannot be considered lightly, compared to plant -wide efficiency.
for it is a basic function which over- This graph, prominently displayed in
laps all others, particularly if it is en- the department, incited the interest
larged as has been suggested in this and enthusiasm of the direct labor
article.
personnel to such an extent that the
Timekeeping is an excellent training ground for employees for accounting and other departments. A
review of our promotions shows timekeepers transferred to cost and general accounting, the budget department, and to tabulating and engineering positions. In all cases, their
knowledge of operating problems and
their acquired skills in getting along
with people as timekeepers has assisted their continuing promotions.
There also have been instances in
which individuals were hired for
specific jobs in other departments and
were first assigned to timekeeping for
the express purpose of gaining valuable factory indoctrination.
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department efficiency increased fifteen
per cent. Besides such special services
our timekeepers provide many other
services to the manufacturing division, including the issuing of overtime passes, inter -plant passes, distribution of absentee reports, issuing of
tool repair orders, etc.
For the industrial relations division, the timekeeper is the most direct line of communication to the direct labor employee in the production
areas. In a labor force of over 2 ,0 0 0 ,
occasions arise almost daily in which
such a direct line is necessary. Likewise, the timekeeper is the fastest
means for distributing payroll deduction cards for Bond and charity drives,
and other subscriptions of a like nature.
In the tooling and maintenance departments, where overtime is assigned
by the equalization system, the timekeeper can maintain the necessary postings of overtime hours worked, thus
relieving manufacturing supervision
of a clerical function. This, of course,
is a direct aid to the timekeeper, in
that it gives him a roster of the employees who will be working overtime, facilitating his recording duties.
Also, the timekeeper in the mainte-
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nance department receives and processes requests for repair services and
performs other related tasks.
Summary

We have found that a more efficient
utilization of the timekeeper's services stimulates benefits to the timekeeping department and other departments as well. The five most important of these benefits are:
I. Standardization of basic timekeeping
functions.
2. Greater services of a specific nature to
the cost accounting department.
3. Greater service of a general nature to
other departments.
4. Developing the timekeeper as a more
efficient employee, giving him versatility
and knowledge which will prepare him
for other positions of greater responsibility.
5. Improving the employer - employee relationship through the timekeeper's direct
contacts.

Of course benefits will not be limited to timekeeping. A better detail
cost system will also result. The development of and accomplishment by
the individual timekeeper is an important part of our basic objective,
which is to improve the processes
of cost accounting and related services, through a greater utilization of
the timekeeper's potential ability.
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The Purchase Order — A Vital Business Document
by JOHN GRAHAM BARRETT
Cost Accountant, Landers, Frary, and Clark, New Britain, Conn.

Brought to a stimulating degree of life in this article, is the paper
known as a purchase order —and its parent paper, the purchase
requisition —both of which, as well as the purchasing process itself,
are related by the author to the other functions of a manufacturing
enterprise which they may substantially affect, either favorably or
adversely, depending on whether they are well or poorly carried out.

the
Ipurchase order plays a most vital
N

AN Y

BUSINESS EN TE RPRI SE ,

role in the expenditure of company
funds. It is equal in importance to
the pay check as a means of spending
money and, for that reason alone,
must be closely scrutinized by the accountant. It is the intent of the author
to outline here the relative value of a
properly executed purchase order to
the overall accounting program of a
manufacturing concern. Particular emphasis is placed upon the raw materials and purchased parts needed to
complete a finished product.
Since all business activity is predicated upon the ability to sell the resulting product, the sales forecast and
related inventory requirement become
the basis for a logical beginning. The
sales forecast is also the basis for establishing production schedules, modified, of course, to the extent that
manufacturing facilities and productive labor are available. When the
sales forecast has been interpreted
into a production schedule, the ma1634

terial requirements for the immediate future manufacturing cycle are
calculated. These material requirements are broken down into component parts —raw materials and supplies by the production control department and the necessary equipment,
tools and maintenance supplies by the
tooling and methods personnel.
Detail of the Purchase Requisition

In turn, authorized individuals in
these departments prepare purchase
order requisitions for the data and requirements compiled from the production schedule. All purchase requisitions are channeled to the production
control section where they are reviewed and approved as being proper
for the forthcoming production period,
which is generally established for
quarterly periods. The close tie -in
between the production control and
the purchasing departments permits
the production control people to evaluate purchase requisitions in terms of
required lead time and further enables
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

them to stagger delivery of needed
materials throughout the ensuing quarterly period, so that incoming materials may be handled conveniently
and the need for excessive storing obviated.
Before the purchase order requisition is routed to the purchasing department, it must also be reviewed to
determine that its preparation is in
accordance with the standards prescribed by management, which standards incorporate the following requirements:
I. Complete and accurate description of
goods wanted.
2. Quantity needed to meet production
schedule.
3. Dates and quantities when required.
4. Account to which goods are to be
charged.
5. Statement of need to justify requisition.
6. Provision for vendors' name and address, prices, terms, etc., which is to be
completed by the purchasing department buyers, so that the purchase order
may be completed in detail from this
requisition.
7. Signature of persons authorized to prepare the requisition and approval of
the production control section as to its
propriety.
8. The department or area to which the
materials are to be forwarded when
received.
9. Material or stock item code for the
material being ordered.
10. Any other information which will further
assist the purchasing and receiving departments in their respective functions.

Item 9 in the requirements listed
above is very important in that the
requisition may be sorted into groups
of similar items or classes of materials
needed. By so doing, the purchasing
buyer can realize considerable savings
A U G U S T , 1954

to the company in the form of better
prices on quantity purchases, reduced
transportation costs in this period of
high rates and obtaining better delivery and more receptive sources of
supply.
Detail of the Purchase Order

Once the requisition reaches the
purchasing department, it is the responsibility of the purchasing agent
to issue a purchase order committing
company funds for the acquisition of
certain items of goods. In placing each
purchase order, the purchasing department is expected to follow all procedures conducive to efficient and
sound buying. These procedures are
prescribed by management and are not
discussed here, as it is the author's
only objective to bring out and review
the preparation, handling and disposition of the purchasing documents and
their relationship to accounting functions.
The purchase order is the vendor's
authority to ship the items specified
and to bill the company in due course.
It is the buyer's commitment to the
vendor for value ordered. It is, in
effect, the sales agreement and establishes a contractual relation immediately upon acceptance by the vendor,
of a previous quotation or offer. The
purchase order is only an executory
contract until acceptance or acknowledgement is indicated by the vendor's
action. It therefore, follows that, to
satisfy the "mutual agreement" re1635

quirement of a contract, and the statute of frauds, the following data must
be incorporated in the purchase order:
I. A purchase order or number to identify the specific contract.
2. Quantity of goods ordered, together
with any specific contract.
3. Description of goods ordered, with
catalog order numbers where applicable. This data must be as complete
as possible so that there be no misunderstanding as to the subject of sale.
4. Delivery specifications. These may be
extremely important in many enterprises.
5. Shipping instructions to cover particular requirements.
b. Billing instructions and terms of payment, which establish financial recognition of the transaction.
7. Prices to be paid for the item of sale,
including mutually- agreed -to "extras"
for packing, freight, overruns, etc.
8. Freight terms to establish passing of
legal title.
9. Account number to be charged for
buyer's convenience and ability to expedite payment.
10. General information such as:
a. Vendor's name and address to establish legal party to the contract.
b. Date of order.
c. Request for acceptance or acknowledgement of order to firmly
establish contractual relationship.
d. Signature of authorized parties to
the contract, generally the purchasing agent.

All of the requirements listed can
properly be classified as items which
are of concern to the accounting and
financial interests of the business.
This is true, in as much as proper controls must be established in all functions if the assets, expenditures, and
receipts of the company are to be
prudently scrutinized and safeguarded
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from all possible hazards. A few
examples which might bring out the
relationship between the terms of the
purchase order and the duties of the
accounting personnel are set forth in
the following paragraphs.
Cost Control Features of Efficient
Processing of Purchases

Substantial income, or cost reduction, can be made available if reasonable discount terms are sought and a
diligent effort is made to meet payments by discount dates. It would be
well to mention here that cash requirement forecasts, and even cash expenditure budgets, are used effectively by
many companies so that they may
avail themselves of every financial
opportunity. Since the purchase order
is a commitment of funds for future
disbursement, these commitments can
readily be scheduled for payment
dates and thereby become a tool for
preparation of the cash requirement
forecast. In our company we prepare
a daily cash position statement which
categorically classifies the receipts,
disbursements, and bank balances of
the preceeding business day. The disbursements listed on this report reduce the open purchase commitments
and tell us of any purchases which
were made without proper internal
paper work, controls or approvals.
The freight terms on the purchase
order are carefully scrutinized in the
traffic department and a good source
of income or cost reduction is realN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ized by the audit of freight rates and
routing of delivery. Quite often this
saving in freight costs is realized by
combining like purchase orders,
through the use of the codes heretofore mentioned, because of larger shipping units, i.e., carloads, full truck
loads, etc.
The terms covering delivery date
are extremely critical in well - planned
production schedules, for a variance
in delivery date will be costly in any
number of ways. Early delivery means
storage and excessive handling and,
in some instances, means damage to
materials which unnecessarily crowd
the manufacturing area. Late delivery
is even worse, as it sets up a chain
reaction for such costly manufacturing wastes as idle labor and equipment, handling and storage of work in- process, increased re -work and
spoilage due to excessive handling and
storage, overtime premiums and the
like. In many instances, lost sales
which amount to many times the
value of the component which was not
received on time, can never be recovered, for even though the manufacturing division can "make up" the
scheduled unit, they can never make
up the all important element of time.
The price to be paid for the materials ordered is again an all important financial feature. Where it
becomes more practical or necessary
to place an order on an estimated price
basis, the order should be suppleA U G U S T , 19 54

mented by such documents as blueprints, drawings, parts lists or detailed quotations, outlining the specific reasons for estimated price operations of components.
One other important reference on
the purchase order is the account number to which the cost of materials purchased is to be charged. Although
this feature is for the internal organization use only, the correct application of this account number will pay
untold dividends at a later date. In
the case of inventory items, the coding
of the order is reviewed by the cost
accountant prior to its typing. This
can be best accomplished by having
the records in the requisitioned department set up to show the account
number to which the item being purchased should be charged. At the
time the requisition is prepared, the
account number can then be written
in as a part of the order data. To
make certain that the number is correct, the requisition may be sent to the
accounting department for review and
approval before being processed.
There are also other reasons for this
step. Charges to accounts other than
inventories are also reviewed by the
accounting department for various
purposes, among which are:
I. To determine whether the expenditure

should be capitalized or expended.
2. To determine the taxability of the item,
such as sales tax, excise tax if the item
be purchased for export, etc.
3. Check the codings, where applicable, to
assure proper distribution of charges.
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Relationship of Proper Buying to
Other Company Functions

From the foregoing it can readily
be seen that proper buying techniques
go far beyond the purchasing function as such. Solution of the problems
involved are a mutual cooperative venture on the part of all the major section heads of a well-knit progressive
and prudent industrial management
team. Executives at top level of sales,
engineering, manufacturing, maintenance, advertising, production control, and accounting have a common
interest in the proper expenditure of
the firm's money for the items being
purchased. That common interest is
simply that no money be spent unless there is a bona fide requirement,
properly authorized, conducive to the
prompt completion of some segment
of the manufacturing activity from
the drawing board to the resulting
end product.
To summarize briefly the value of
good procedures pertaining to the
purchase order as they relate to the
various administrative activities, the
following outline is presented:
I. Accounting and finance
a. Good internal control is realized over
the purchasing and expenditure functions.
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b. Accounting analysis is provided for
in the first instance, rather than in
time - consuming retrospect.
c. Cash forecasts and requirements are
factually established.
d. Clerical functions are placed on a
more efficient basis.
2. Manufacturing
a. Reduced manufacturing costs result
from efficient purchasing, reduced
transportation and storage costs, and
reduced inventories.
b. There is ability to produce in accordance with established schedules,
because of material availability.
3. Purchasing
a. Reduced volume of purchasing trans.
actions result from combining of like
purchase requisitions and from long range commitments covering staggered delivery.
b. Sources of supply are more receptive as a result of larger orders.
c. Reduced burden of responsibility is
occasioned by proper internal controls.

For the reasons outlined above and
because of adherence to standard
practices, the purchase order is not
always thought of as the important
control document which it in effect is.
But allow laxity in its preparation, review or approval, and soon this vital
instrument will upset the orderly
management of company assets and
result in dire consequences.
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"HOLDING THE FORT"
IN PRICE REDETERMINATION

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
B U S I N E S S M E N who relish the good old
American tradition of horse - trading look

forward to dealing with the Government
on the redetermination of prices under
fixed price contracts. One of the main
reasons for this is that, in a fixed price
contract, the Government cannot automatically disallow certain costs simply by
pointing to printed regulations. In most
cases, the government representative will
listen to the contractor's arguments about
disputed items of cost and, if his arguments are sound and are supported by
adequate cost records, he should succeed
in having at least some of them accepted.
The basic point to remember is that as
yet there are no specific regulations governing the determination of costs on fixed
price
contracts
with
redetermination
clauses. The Government is using Section XV of the Armed Forces Procurement Regulations as its standard on all
contracts, but Section 15 -000 of these
regulations states specifically that they are
to apply to cost - reimbursement type contracts. Therefore, the company is not
legally bound to abide by them for fixedprice contracts. Having once made this
point with the examining officer, it is
possible for company representatives to
start discussing the merits of some of the
costs which he has questioned.
For example, the present and following
paragraphs describe the way we handled
the redetermination of a fixed price negotiated contract with a Form IV price revision article (this article provides for
A U G U S T , 1954
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downward price redetermination or limited
upward revision of the price, negotiated
after completion of the contract.) After
a review of our cost work papers, the
government representative calculated that
the profit we had shown shou ld ha ve been
two per cent lower. The difference was
due to the following costs which, based
on Section XV, were disallowed.
I.
2.
3.
4.

Contributions.
Interest.
Selling expense.
Rental charge on certain fully- depreciated assets.

Our first step was to point out the inapplicability of Section XV. W e then
proceeded to lay out our case for the inclusion of the above costs. Our arguments were briefly as indicated below.
It was advanced that the contributions
allocated in part to government contracts
were really necessary business expenses.
W e had always made them and would
continu e to do so to ma inta in public goodwill in the small community where we
are located.
As for interest, we contended that it
has always been a factor to be considered in the determination of net profit.
In this particular instance, we had to
maintain a large inventory because of possible material shortages. This rendered
other costs much higher than our normal
working capital could handle. It would
have been impossible to fulfill the contract without borrowing. It is unrealistic
to say that this interest was not a part
of the cost.
It was also pointed out that on both
interest and contributions, the Government's treatment is highly inconsistent in
16 3 9

that these costs are allowed for tax purposes and for renegotiation of defense
contracts. Interest is even an allowable
item of cost on terminated government
contracts. Why should they not be allowed for contract redetermination?
Selling expense was defended on the
grounds that these expenses increased
sales which enlarged the base for the
spreading of overhead costs with a resultant reduction in unit costs to the
Government. Furthermore, we contended
that it was only fair that this contract be
charged with some of the costs of maintaining contact with former customers
whom we had been unable to handle due
to the defense effort. We also took strong
exception to the popular fallacy that "you
don't sell the Government." W e took
the position that the original invitation to
bid on this contract was the result of an
intensive advertising campaign which included publication of a brochure containing information about our company and
its products.
In some cases, the defense department
has allowed rental charged for fully depreciated assets in the original negotiation of contracts. (See part 5 of Section
XV of the Armed Forces Procurement
Regulation). This was a fact of which
we had not been aware when the contract
was signed, so we had to try for it later.
After all, why should the Government
receive the use of these assets for nothing?
W e lost the argument for depreciation
on

these

fully depreciated

assets.

The

Government pointed out that a provision
for this should have been made at the
time of original negotiation of the contract. However, we were content to let
it pass because we were allowed all of
the interest, most of

the contributions,

and some of the selling expense. The final
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profit arrived at was approximately midway between our calcu lated profit and that
computed by the Government.
One very important factor which operated in our favor was the attitude of
the representative of the purchasing
agency. It appeared that he was primarily
interested in the redetermined price of
the articles he was buying, i.e., how it
compared with prices of similar items
being purchased from other manufacturers. As long as our price was comparable he was not too concerned with
how it was determined. Therefore, he
was willing to concede some of the items
which the auditor recommended be disallowed.
The entire negotiation, of course, was
not as simple as it has been made to
appear here. Some of the arguments were
long and heated but agreeing on the inapplicability of Section XV certainly
broadened the field for negotiation and
the end result was an ethical negotiation
—fair to all persons and consistent with
the best interests of our national welfare.
M. J . FO RMIC H ELLA, Paterson Chapter
A W A Y OF DI ST RI BUT IN G KI LN
F I R I N G C OST

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
M Y A TT E N T I O N HAS RE CE N TL Y BE E N DI-

to an article appearing some time
ago in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin, written by
Donald E. Gustafson and entitled, "Process and Standard Costs for Ceramics." It
was with intense interest that I followed
his article concerning the accounting
problems encountered when establishing
and maintaining standards in this particular industry.
It would appear, however, that the kiln
firing cost factor, which represents the
costs incurred in firing and maintaining a
tunnel kiln and related equipment, had
been treated lightly. Although it is not
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of major importance, it is of sufficient
significance to warrant direct distribution
to each individual item or group of similar items in direct proportion to "area
of occupancy" rather than direct labor
content. I base the above statement on
our experience in the ceramic industry,
where direct distribution of firing costs has
been practiced for a number of years and
is considered necessary in establishing selling prices on small margin items or bidding on large volume orders in a competitive economy.
Compilation and account distribution
of kiln firing costs may vary for individual
firms. However, an account classification
as presented below will be adequate in
most cases:

All ware is placed on kiln cars in a
manner to comply with placing specifications for the individual ware. As Mr.
Gustafson states, "some types of ware become defective if, placed too near the
outside of a car, they are more exposed
to the kiln heat."
placing

to

Another objective of

specifications

is

to

achieve

greater efficiency in loading each car. The
loaded cars then enter, and are forced
through, the tunnel kiln. The number of
hours required for passage through the
kiln is constant. However, a small variation

range

is

available,

within

safety

limits, to permit some speeding up or
slowing down of production operations.
Each kiln car has a definite total ware

ACCOUNT
DESCRIPTION
NUMBER
No. I Kiln Operations
60

AMOUNTS

firing capacity.

In our

$13,560.
–01 Kiln firing labor
14,220.
Indirect labor
Sagger materials
1,718.
80.
Tunnel kiln repairs
Department equipment
1,600.
repairs
12,320.
–06 Tunnel kiln fuel
–07 Purchased saggers and
9,218.
carborundum bats
–08 Miscellaneous expense and
510.
supplies
2,600.
–09 Apportioned expenses

–02
–03
–04
–05

$55,826.

to a height of 42 1/ 2 inches. Since each
bung has an area of 199 square inches,
the total capacity per car is 68.5 cubic
feet. Assu ming tha t, during the year 1 953,
1850 cars were fired at a cost of $55,826,
the cost per car would then be $30.18 or
444 per cubic foot. Another, and perha ps
more practical way to figure the kiln operating cost, is by bung area for a height
of one inch as follows:

Kiln operating cost per car ($30.18)
Bungs per car times height per bung (14 X 42 1/ 2 )
If 20 pieces were fired, occupying one
bung area 8 inches in height, the cost
distribution wou ld then be 8 X . 0 5 - 2 0
or 24 each, whereas another piece might
be fired with one piece occupying a bung
area 12 inches high. The cost would
then be 12 X . 0 5 - 1 or 6 04 each. This
method is based on the supposition that
placing specifications are set and largely
adhered to, in which case the firing cost
component can be predetermined for more
A U G U S T , 1954

particular case,

we load each car with 14 bungs of ware

accurate

costing

_ $.05

for

sales

price

deter-

mination.
MYRON H. BUTLER, Syracuse Chapter
CONSTRUCTION OF A PRODUCT
PROFIT INDICATOR

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E

NEED

FOR

A

PR O FI T

INDICATOR

here advocated, is based on the following
assumptions:
1641

I. Costs for labor and overhead expenses
for a product remain fairly constant for
a considerably long period of time.
2. The major reason for changes in the
gross profit margin for a product is the
fluctuating prices of raw materials.

Therefore, once a scientific cost estimate
has been made for a product and a selling
price established, the gross profit will increase or decrease as the price paid for
primary raw and packing materials decreases or increases. The profit indicator
concentrates on the major materials used
in any one product and assumes that
other manufacturing costs have remained
constant. Let us take, as a concrete example, a case in which an exact cost estimate has been made, as follows:
Raw material A 5 lbs. @a 50¢ per lb.
Raw material B 112 lb. @a20¢
Packing material

$2.500
.100
.300

Total material cost per unit
All labor costs per unit
All overhead costs per unit

$2.900
.105
.355

Total factory cost
Selling price per unit
Gross profit per unit
% Gross profit

3.360
5.60
$2.24
40.0%

It is clear that raw material A accounts
for about 75 per cent of the total factory

Date

Type of cost

April I, 1954 Official cost
May 15, 1954 Indicator estimate

Cost of
Principal
Raw
material
%.50
.54

This information is then passed on to
the proper authority in the company to
decide whether or not a change in selling
price should be made because of the indicated change in cost. If a revision is
made, the new official cost would be entered on the next line on the above schedule. This new official cost will give effect
to any other cost revisions needed to
1642

cost. Therefore, changes in its price will
have the greatest effect on the total factory cost. The profit indicator then concentrates on the price of this raw material
for this particular product.
To permit an easy but accurate method
of showing the effect of changes in the
price of Raw Material A on the total
factory cost, the change necessary to cause
a change of $.01 per unit in the total
cost can be determined. This factor when
worked out, i.e., $.01 divided by 5 lbs.,
shows that a change of $.002 per lb, for
the principal Raw Material item will
change the total factory cost by $.01. If
Raw Material A advances to $.54 per lb.,
the factory cost of the product will be
$3.56, an increase of $.20 per unit. (The
increase of $.20 was found by dividing
the price increase of $.04 per lb, by the
factor of .002 per lb.)
If the selling price remains at $5.60, the
gross profit will be $2.04, a decrease of
3.6 %. How important is this decrease?
If the annual sales of the product amount
to $100,000 this decrease would amount
to $3,600 a year. Whether or not this
change is significant depends on the individual company.
This same information could be reported as follows:
Factory
cost

Selling
price

Gross
profit

Gross
profit %

$3.36
3.56

$5.60
5.60

$2.24
2.04

40.0%
36.4%

bring it up to date, and will be the basis
for comparison with subsequent indicator
estimates.
The indicator used here has been represented as applicable to raw material
costs, on the basis of assumptions made
at the start, but could easily be applied
to packing material or labor in appropriate cases. The idea is to have the inN.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

dicator control the element of cost, a
fluctuation in which would most seriously
affect the profit margins.
The same information could be presented in graphic form. Regardless of
the method of presentation, the profit indicator permits rapid estimates and serves
as a constant control on profit margins of
major products.
LYLE M. FARMEN, Rochester Chapter
TRANSPORTATION COSTS CAN BE
CONTROLLED IN SMALL BUSINESSES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin.
,
ARTICLE EN TI T LE D "Transportation
Cost Analysis" by H. G. Miller in the December 1953 issue of the N.A.C.A. Bulpoints up a broad need for joint
study by cost accountants and traffic managers of this phase of distribution costs. It
also brings to mind, however, the seeming
helplessness of the average small business
employing less than 500 persons to deal
with this problem, for lack of a traffic department or any regularly employed personnel qualified or trained in traffic matters.
Generally speaking, the average small business accepts its transportation costs as a
necessary and uncontrollable expense or
even as a "hidden" cost factor.
Selling f.o.b. point of shipment is often
resorted to as an easy way out, simply passing the cost as an "extra" to the customer.
How often, under such a policy, is a sizable and valuable order lost by reason of a
very slight difference in actual laid -down
cost at destination, simply because the
seller lacks knowledge or control of the
transportation cost between point of shipment and final delivery point! Obviously,
the same detrimental and costly result will
be experienced by the small company which
accepts blindly, without any check on accuracy or reasonableness, all transportation
letin
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costs levied against it on its purchases of
raw materials, supplies and capital goods.
Explicit shipping and routing instructions
should be given by the purchaser with
every order.
Granting that, in many or most cases,
possible savings to be realized and total
transportation costs involved do not justify
the organization and maintenance of a traffic department or even employment of a
single traffic clerk, the problem remains as
a challenge to the cost accountant. As an
item of distribution cost and a factor of all
purchased material cost, no business can
really afford to ignore the cost of transportation. The question is how and where
the control should be set up. This depends
largely on the nature of the business and
where the greater percentage of transportation costs are incurred.
Control may be set up within the sales
department when it is more important to
that function than to other phases of operation. This is a very likely solution in
cases in which any appreciable amount of
export and import business is done under
current complex governmental procedures,
requiring specialized experience and control of export and import licenses, scheduling deliveries to and from ocean carriers,
arranging letters of credit, customs clearances and other details. In other cases, in
which final costs of substantial volume or
dollar value purchases are involved, it may
be advisable to provide for handling of
transportation costs within the purchasing
department. When it is impractical or unwise to assign responsibility for transportation cost control to either the sales or the
purchasing department, the cost accountant
may be required to handle this function
exclusively. Whatever method of dealing
with the problem is selected, the cost accountant should provide basic cost data,
analyses, and trends to be used as imple1643

ments for effective action toward attainment of maximum transportation service at
minimum cost.
In dealing with this item in the small
business, every form or means of transportation should be covered. Analysis may
indicate that methods normally employed
are too costly for results effected. Trucking
service under contract with outside carrier
may be more cheaply and effectively secured by purchase of company trucks,
which may be operated by full -time employees or under subcontract as to driving
or maintenance, either part or full time, by
licensed trucking company personnel. All
manner and means of transportation used
or available should be subjected to dose
scrutiny and study to develop factual data
which will clearly indicate the best methods of transportation available, at lowest
cost, commensurate with the reliability and
adequacy of service best adapted to the
specific needs of business.
Complex and involved as the railroad
transportation cost problem may appear, of
itself, the average small company may ob-
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tain considerable help and information on
this part of its shipping costs through the
trade association serving manufacturers of
similar products. As an example of effective cooperation along these lines, the writer
cites the splendid job done by a committee
on uniform railroad freight classification
for a group of small manufacturers of regulating and control valves, steam traps and
other engineering specialties in connection
with I.C.C. Docket No. 28300, culminating
in the issuance of Uniform Freight Classification No. 1, effective May 30, 1952. Beginning in 1948, this committee made a
survey and catalogued its industry's products, disclosed numerous inconsistencies in
classification of similar products, studied
proposed changes and new classifications
which revealed additional inconsistencies,
and then presented specific recommendations to the railroads' committee on uniform classification, with excellent results
of substantial benefit to all manufacturers
concerned, as well as savings in railroad
freight charges to their customers.
J. M. NAAB, Paterson Chapter
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